THE ARCHAICTEMPLEOF APOLLOAT BASSAI
CORRESPONDENCESTO THE CLASSICALTEMPLE
(PLAins45-52)
HE ANOMALIES of the design of the Classical temple of Apollo at Bassai are
well known and have been the subject of considerable discussion.' Many theories
have been advanced to explain peculiaritiesof the temple such as the north-south axis, the
doorway on the east flank, the adyton, the engaged interior colonnade, and the elongated
plan (6 x 15 columns). There are a remarkablenumber of similaritiesbetween the plan of
the Archaic temple and that of the Classical temple (Fig. 1).2 The so-called "anomalies"
incorporatedinto the Classicaltemple preservedthe conventionsof the Archaic temple and
deliberatelymaintainedthe architecturaltraditionsof the sanctuary.
Excavation at the site was first undertakenin 1812, when Charles Cockerell and Karl
Haller cleared the ruins of the Classical temple. They did not recognize the remains of
the earlier structure.3 The first evidence of a temple that predated the Classical period
at Bassai came during the 1902 excavations, when a Greek team, led by Konstantinos
Kourouniotisand PanagiotisKawadias, excavating trenches around the Classical temple,
T

See F. Cooper 1968, p. 105, for a review of previousdiscussion.
This studybegan in 1970when, as a trenchmasterfor ProfessorYalouris'excavationsat Bassai,I excavated
a location which proved to be the center of the Early Archaic Temple. Furtherresearch produced a paper
(N. Cooper 1979), a chapterof my dissertation,"LaconianTiles from Bassai"(N. Cooper 1983), and an article
(N. Cooper 1990), all published under the name Nancy K. Cooper. The present work expands my earlier
publicationson the roof and studiesthe publicationsof the Greekexcavatorsfor informationabout the Archaic
temple.
I would like to thankthe TownsendFund of the Cornell UniversityClassicsDepartnent and the Packard
HumanitiesInstitutefor fundingfor my study.I would like to thankProfessorYalourisfor giving me permission
to work at Bassai and to see roof tiles from earlier excavations. I am indebted to Ms. Hatzi at the Olympia
Museum and Ms. Tzachou-Alexandriat the National Museum at Athens for theirkind assistance. FrederickA.
Cooper and Lyon Kranak read early versions of this paper; I appreciate their many helpful suggestions.
FrederickP. Hemans and Rhys F. Townsend read later versions; I especially thank them for their generous
help. I would like to thankthe German ArchaeologicalInstitutein Athens for supplyingthe photographsa and
c on Plate 52 and W. W. and E. E. Myers for the aerialphotographs,Plates 45 and 46.
2 Some recent works which have included information on the Archaic temple: Yalouris 1960; Yalouris
1973;Yalouris1979; Parlama 1974;PECS,pp. 145-146, s.v. Bassai(F.Cooper);Kalpaxis 1976, p. 62; Voyatzis
1990, pp. 37-43. Bergquist(1990, p. 27, note 15) calls the foundationsunder discussionhere "a most unlikely
candidatefor an EarlyArchaicTemple." Unfortunately,they all includesome errorsin their descriptionsof the
temple.
3Roux (1976)publishedone of Hailer'scopies of his originalnotebookand fourteenother drawings. On his
plate 1, a site map, the outline of the Archaicfoundationsis barelyvisible,drawnas are the other featuresof the
bedrock. Hailer's original notebook, Der Tempelwn Phigalia,Tagebuch (BibliothequeNational Strassbourg,
MSS. no. 2723/11), and another copy, sent to Cockerell, BarronHaler's ownsketches
of thefragments
of Temple
at
of Bassae Phtgaleia(NB LibraryBook 65c, Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum,
London),do not have the drawingof the foundations. Cockerell(1860) and Otto von Stackelberg(1826) do not
mention an earlierstructure.
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1. Left: Actual stones of the Archaic temple of Apollo at Bassai. Center: Reconstructionof the Archaic
temple. Right: Interiorof the Classicaltemple, after F. Cooper 1968, p. 104, ill. 1

found architecturalterracottasbelongingto an Archaictemple, which they dated to ca. 625600 B.C.4 These terracottasconsistedoffragmentsoftwo setsof Laconiantiles, diskakroteria,
and antefixesdecoratedwith sphinxes. More terracottafragmentsof the Archaic roof were
found by Yalourisin his excavationsin the 1950's and the 1970's.5
The area south of the Classical temple was partiallyexcavated both by Kourouniotis
and Yalouris(Fig. 2, Pls. 45-47:a). Neither recognized the importance of the foundations,
each one selecting a different site for the location of the Archaic temple. Kourouniotis
believed that the Archaic temple lay to the northwest of the Classical temple, where he
4 For reportsof these excavations,see Kourouniotis 1903 and 1910; Kawadias 1905; Rhomaios 1933.
S Yalouris 1960, p. 108; Yalouris 1965, p. 157, pl. 134:y; Yalouris 1973, pp. 52-53, figs. 14-16; Parlama
1974, p. 143, pl. 124; Yalouris1979, p. 94, pl. 43.
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uncovered a foundation with an east-west orientation (Fig. 2, P1. 45).6 Partiallystanding
walls were constructedof roughly shaped, limestone rubble in the dry masonry technique:
the foundation,which he dated to the time of the buildingof the Classicaltemple,7 is drawn
in solid black outline on his figure 2 (here Fig. 2). Workingchips were found inside and
around the foundations,leading him to identifythe building as a workshop.8 Kourouniotis
found traces of an older building under this one with a slightly differentorientation, also
shown on his plan. He believed that the Archaic temple should have been a small rustic
structurenestledinto the shelteredcurve of the slopes, and so he identifiedthe older building
as the Archaic temple. He devotes only a few sentences to it.9 The area to the south of
the Classical temple was partiallyexcavated also. The topographerincluded on the plan
the foundationsunder discussionhere, but Kourouniotisdoes not mention them in his text.10
While Yalourishas published the foundationsto the south as an Archaic building, he
questionedits relationshipto the Classicaltemple and, followinga long traditionof scholarly
theory, believes that the Classical adyton sits directly over its Archaic predecessor. He
supportshis theory with a yellow clay surfaceunder the celia, identifiedas a floor, and with
a wall, built of roughlyhewn stonesrunningparallelto and beneath the south end of the west
pteron;11 both wall and floor are identifiedas partsof the Archaic temple.12
During his study at the site in the 1970's, FrederickCooper identified blocks used in
the foundationsof the Classicalbuildingas havingcome from an earlierstructure,but he did
not believe that they belonged to the foundationsunder discussionhere and so postulateda
buildingintermediateto the Archaicand Classicalbuildings,namingfour successivebuilding
phases at the site Apollo I, II, III, and IV'13The evidence for Apollo I and II consists of
the two sets of Archaic Laconian tiles (these are the two phases under discussionhere). His
Kourouniotis 1910, p. 278 and fig. 2, p. 273. See Yalouris1979, p. 92, fig. 1 for a plan of the area to the
northwestof the Classicaltemple in 1976, and p. 91 for a discussionof the findsin the area;his plate 38:a shows
the walls of the northwestbuilding.
7 Particularlywithin the area of this building, and also spread about the site, were found fragmentary
terracottaCorinthiantiles. These are of a fine tan clay finishedwith a white surface. They are of a thickness
that would indicatethat they were of large size, meant for a substantialstructure(see Fig. 16:15-21). There are
no decorative elements preserved. The tiles are difficultto date precisely but have the beveled and molded
edges consistentwith tiles of Late Archaic to Classicaldates. It is possible that they roofed this buildingwhere
many of them were found.
8 FrederickCooper (PECS,p. 146, s.v. Bassai)believes the building to be a workshop associated with the
Classicaltemple. He notes that the dimensionsof the foundationsof the workshopare close to those of the cella
of the Classicaltemple.
9 Kourouniotis (1910, p. 276) says that the old building was destroyed by the building of the terrace for
the Classicaltemple.
10 Kourouniotis(1910, pp. 273-274) does say that many Archaic finds came from this area.
" Yalouris1979, pp. 94-96, pl. 45:a.
12 Yalourisfirstsaidthat the buildingto the southwas the Archaictemple (1973, p.52), then (1979, pp.94-96)
questionedwhether the foundationsto the south are those of a temple.
13 PECS,pp. 145-146, s.v. Bassai(F.Cooper). For photos of these blocks, see Yalouris 1973, p. 43, figs. 5-7;
Parlama 1974, pl. 123:a. Cooper (loc.cit.)believed that the foundationsto the south were those of the Archaic
temple but failed to see that its plan was similarto the Classicaltemple. He says that Apollo I was 7 x 15 m.;
these are neither the inside nor outside dimensions of the preserved foundations. He does not mention a
doorway in the easternwall.
6
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Apollo III is known from the ashlar limestone blocks (1.2 m. long and 0.8 m. wide) used
in the foundationsof IV;Apollo IV is the Classicaltemple that now standsat the site. Cooper
thought that the fragmentsof terracottaCorinthian-typeroof tiles belonged to Apollo III
(see note 7 above).
There is no evidence for the plan of III and no indication of the status of III when IV
was begun. Therefore, Cooper presumed that with the building of Apollo III must have
come the change in location of the temple to its presentsite, where it was completelyhidden
by Apollo IV. A wider terrace was most likely needed for the addition of a surrounding
colonnade. A terrace was much more easily constructed by moving the location of the
temple to the north and building a retaining wall only on the east, rather than trying to
build terracing on the three steeply sloping sides of the promontory on which I/II stood
(see Pls. 46, 47:a, 48:a).
Cooper'sApollo III as an intermediatephase seems an unnecesarycomplicationbased
on littleevidence. There are alternativeexplanationsfor the materialhe used to postulatean
earliertemple beneath the Classicalone. The large blocks that Cooper claims came from
Apollo III could have been used in the foundations of the Archaic temple (their width is
suitable),possiblyat the northwestcorner. The Corinthian-typeroof tiles were fragmentsof
pan tiles and cover tiles. No decorated sima or antefix fragmentswere found. The tiles
need not belong to a temple but could have roofed another more utilitarianbuilding. Also,
one would expect more debrisfrom III to have been recovered.
The wall that Yalourisfound under the Classicaltemple was built in the same manner
as the other retaining walls for the terrace, runs parallel to them, and probably served as
such. If the clay surfacewas the floor of an earlier temple, it is at a level lower than the
floors of both the Classical and the Archaic temple (as identified here), which are at the
same level (P1.47:b, c).14 It is unlikelythat Yalouris'Archaic temple stood behind another
Archaic building that was directly to the south and at a higher level, blocking its view. If
his Archaictemple is to be the same as Cooper'sApollo III, built afterthe destructionof I/II,
it is also unlikelythat a structureof this phase between the Archaic and Classicaltempleswas
built at a lower level and then the Classicalfloor raised exactly to the level of the floor of
the firstArchaic temple.
It is impossibleto know how much of the Archaictemple stillstood duringthe buildingof
the Classical temple. The debris from it was spread about the site as fill in the Classical
terrace. The builders were certainly aware of the earlier foundations, because the north
end of the Archaictemple for severalmeterswas completelycleared down to the bedrockfor
the placement of the foundationsof the Classicaltemple. Probablythe entire building had
been leveled previously.The intervalbetween the dismantlingof the Archaic temple and the
constructionof the Classicaltemple could have been a short one.
Until the foundationsfor the buildingpreviousto the Classicaltemple were recognized,
the anomalies of the Classical temple were seen as the result of originalityon the part of
the architect. Scholars have postulated that there were interruptionsin constructionand
design changes during construction.15The exact location of the EarlyArchaic predecessor
14
15

See also F. Cooper 1992, pl. 17:a.
Mallwitz 1962; Dinsmoor 1933, p. 225.
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remaineda subjectfor speculationuntil 1970, when the author,workingunder the direction
of Yalouris,recognizedthat the foundationsdirecdyto the south of the Classicaltemple were
those of the Archaic temple.'6 Even though the 1905 plan of the foundations had been
included in a drawing, published with a report in German (in a French publication)and
in a Greekperiodical,neitherthe excavatorsnor other scholarsrecognizedits importance.17
Now it is possible to state that the orientationand plan of the Classicaltemple (Apollo IV)
were predeterminedspecificallyby the plan of the earlierArchaic temple, namely Apollo I
and II, even though the later buildingsite was moved nearly 10 meters to the north.
Apollo II was probablya refurbishingphase of Apollo I, using the same foundationsand
walls. Both Apollo I and II (asdesignatedby Cooper)will be consideredtogetheras far as the
foundationsare concerned and will be referredto here as the "ArchaicTemple". A fairly
detailedreconstructionof the ArchaicTemple can be made from the foundations,fragments
of the superstructure,and roof. Similaritiesto the Classicaltemple can then be discussed.
The Archaic Temple is a building which has not received the attention that it deserves
because it has not been recognized as such. This paper does not purport to be a full
publicationof the building. I intend only to show that from observationsat the site and study
of the reportspublishedby the Greekexcavatorsthereis enough evidence to indicatethat the
foundationsreveal a plan similarto the Classicaltemple and thereforethat the identification
of the buildingas the ArchaicTemple is indisputable.This discussionmust be limited to the
foundationswhich were visibleduringthe excavationsof 1970, the column bases which were
found about the site, and the roof fragments.Many questionsmust remain unanswered.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ARCHAIC TEMPLE
THE GROUNDPLAN

The Archaic Temple was placed on a naturally projecting outcrop of rock with a
commandingview of the Messenianplain (Pls.47:a, 48:a). The temple was oriented northsouth along the ridge of rock, where a terrace had been constructedby cutting down the
bedrockat the north and fillingat the south (Fig.3). All that remainsof the structureare the
foundations,some column bases, and fragmentsof the terracottaroofing. The foundations
are sufficientlypreservedto indicate a plan which is apteral,with a pronaos opening to the
north, a sekos, a smallersecondarychamber (adyton)with a doorway in the east wall, and
an opisthodomos. The preservedlength is about 25 meters. The width of the building,
measuredon the outside, is 7.5 m. and, on the inside, about 5.7 m. (Fig. 1).
Whereverpossible, the bedrockwas smoothed to form the foundationsfor the walls of
mud brick.18The foundationfor most of the pronaossat on the bedrock(P1.48:b). Roughly
workedblocks of local limestone of varyingsizes filled in gaps in the bedrockand completed
the foundationsof the temple at the south and east, where the surfaceof the bedrockdeclines.
The stones used in the foundationwere neatly fitted together in a double-facedwall. Flat
16

Yalouris1973, pp. 49-53; Parlama 1974, pp. 142-146.

17 See notes 3 and 4 above.

18 Yalouris'excavations of 1970 confirmed that the walls had been mud brick: the destruction debris of
the buildingwas red, decomposed mud brick.
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faces of the stones were used on the exterior and interiorfaces of the wall; backs were left
irregular(Pls. 48:c, d, 49:a). The foundationsfor the outside walls are about 0.9-1.0 m.
wide; the foundationcrosswallsare thicker.
At the southeast and southwest corners of the sekos, stones were laid across the full
width of the wall forminga strongcorner constructionand bonding the crosswallfoundation
to the side-wallfoundation (P1.49:a). The southeastand southwest corners of the adyton
were constructedin the same way (P1.49:b). By contrast the side walls of the adyton are
not bonded into the side walls of the sekos, and the side walls of the opisthodomosare not
bonded into the side walls of the adyton. The method of foundation-wallbuilding used
in this temple could be seen as "additive":pronaosand sekosbuilt as one unit, adyton added
on as another unit, and opisthodomosadded to adyton.
The foundationwalls of the temple are not preservedat the northernend of the building.
It is obvious that part of the foundationwall is missing at the northeasterncorner, and the
northwesterncorner may be missing also. Either the bedrock declined here, or it was cut
away for the placement of the south end of the foundationsof the Classicaltemple.
The foundationsfor the side walls of the temple are well preservedin the sekos. The
westernwall rested almost entirelyon a socle cut from the bedrock. The addition of a large
stone, 1.0 x 0.8 m., was requiredwhere the bedrockdeclined at the southwestcorner of the
room. On the east, the socle was built of limestone blocks in some areas. At the northeast
corner of the sekos,two largeblocks, 1.0 x 1.5 m. and 1.2 x 0.8 m., formed the socle (Fig. 1).
The naturalbedrock rose to a height sufficientfor the socle only for a distance of 0.8 m. at
the midpoint of the wall, and the remaining stretch of foundation wall and the southeast
corner were built of limestoneblocks (P1.49:a).
The foundation across the south end of the sekos is the best-preservedfeature of the
temple and its most massive. Although double-facedwalls were used for the socle in other
parts of the building, larger stones that spanned the width of the wall were used here. In
the center of the foundation and as the central focus of the temple was a massive boulder,
2.5 x 1.5 m., of irregularshape, which had been dressedto a level top (P1.47:a; the boulderis
in the middle of the photograph). The stones in the foundation wall on either side of the
boulder are approximately1.0 x 1.0 m. The stones rest on bedrock,each one almost 1.0 m.
high, and the foundations form a retaining wall separatingone chamber from the other
(P1.49:c, upper center; the tree grows from the southeastcorner of the adyton). Both this
foundation across the width of the building and the more southerlyone are built as strong
terrace retaining walls rather than as foundations for thinner interior crosswalls. Their
function was dual: to retain the fill needed to level the floors on a steeply sloping site and
to provide the foundationsfor the superstructure.
The foundationwalls of the adyton are built entirelyof rough-hewnstones. The outside
face of the western wall is preservedfor the depth of the adyton; there is no inner face (see
Pls. 49:d, 50:b). Both inner and outer faces of the easternwall are preserved. The southern
crosswallfoundation of the adyton is preserved except for the central section, where the
wall was dismantledand a crude step built to provide access to the Classicaltemple.19 The
19 The path ran through the ArchaicTemple, enteringthe south end and ascending into the adyton by the
two steps that were added to the middle of the south crosswallfoundation. Where the path met the large
boulderwhich was the mainstayof the divisionbetween the rooms, it veeredto the east and exited throughthe
east doorwayof the adyton to continue along the eastern side of the foundations.
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modern footpath,for touristscoming up from the road, followedthe naturaltopographyand
passed through the center of the adyton (see Fig. 3, P1.49:c).20The southern crosswallwas
built with the same purpose as the middle one: to act as a retaining wall for the fill used
to level the floor on the slopingground. The wall is not so substantialas the middle crosswall,
because the ground did not slope so steeplyand less fillwas requiredto level the floor (Fig.4).
No mud-brickwalls were preserved above the foundation courses in any part of the
temple (Figs. 4, 7). In some places, the top course of the foundation wall was removed as
well, possiblyso that the blocks could be reusedin the later buildingfoundations.
EXTERIOR APPEARANCE OF THE TEMPLE

The temple was a long narrow building, 7.5 m. wide and about 28 m. in length. It
sat firmlyon its stone socle of bedrockand large rough boulders(Fig.5, P1.48:b). There was
a doorway into the adyton on the long eastern side, and there probably was an entrance
into the sekos at its northern end. There were probably columns in antis at both ends of
the temple, but the number and arrangementremains obscure. The exterior walls were
constructedof mud brick and probablyhad a covering of some type of plaster. No traces of
any decorative elements for the exterior have been found except for the roof, which can
be completelyrestored. Along most of the westernside, the groundlevel droppedoff quickly,
making the temple appear to be standing on a podium of rock (P1.48:a). There does not
appear to have been any provisionfor a person to walk around close to the exterior of the
temple; passage was blocked by the outcrops of bedrock that were left in place at the west.
Outside the west and east walls at the northern end of the building, the bedrock was not
cut away. Outcrops of stone projected on the exterior of the temple and were presumably
considered decorative. The temple would have appeared to be rooted within the bedrock
and firmly anchored to it (see Pls. 47, 48:b).
BUILDING PHASES

Whether all building took place at one time only or whether additions were made
as separate phases is not certain. Cooper has proposed that the construction of the
opisthodomos side walls, which are not bonded to the adyton side walls, indicates that
the opisthodomoswas added to the temple at a later date. It would be convenientto say that
the opisthodomoswas added duringa remodeling,since there are two roofphases. But if this
is accepted,then the same would hold truefor the adyton,that it was added to the temple;the
side walls do not appearto be bonded into the side walls of the sekos,makingthree phases of
buildingfor the foundations.It is morelikelythatthe foundationswere builtin only one phase,
and that the techniqueused is a method of constructingthe interior-divisionfoundationwalls
as retainingwalls in a buildingwhich adaptsto sloping ground along its length.21
20

With the excavation of the ArchaicTemple in 1970, the Greek ArchaeologicalService reroutedthe path
outside the temple; see Yalouris1979, fig. 1.
21 The foundationsof Temple II at Halieis were drawn by FrederickCooper as "cribbing",that is, a series
of "bins"which held a fill of stones and dirt. This temple is sited across the slope, so that the fill occurs all
along the long west wall and the ground slopes across the width of the building, not the length. The Apollo
temple at Halieis sits on more level ground and thereforehas a more usual constructionof bonded crosswalls;
clearlyall the foundationsfor the seriesof roomswere constructedin the same buildingprogram. For Cooper's
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Floor levels are ill definedthroughoutthe temple. The buildingwas deliberatelyleveled
to the ground and its superstructuredispersedby the later temple builders,because any part
that stood above the foundationlevel would have blocked the view towardsthe south from
the Classicaltemple. It is unclear if the southern end of the sekos was partiallyexcavated
in the 1900's. At the south end of the temple, the modern touristpath contributedto the
destruction.At the north end, the debriswas probablyexcavatedin the early 1900's and the
area used for cement mixing for the conservationof the Classical temple. In the 1970's
it was one of the few areaswhich did not contain ajumble of heavy blocksfrom the Classical
temple, and ground level was nearly at the surfaceof the bedrock.
The floors in the sekos and adyton were probably not at the same level (Fig. 4). A
foundation even more massive than the middle crosswall foundations would have been
needed at the south in order to retain the amount of fill requiredto bring the adyton floor
level up to that of sekos. The south wall foundation is more lightdybuilt than the middle
crosswallfoundation. It retainedonly the fill needed to level the floor in the adyton, which
was about 1.4 m. lower than the floor of the sekos and smallerin area. Also, the cut-down
bedrockfor the thresholdof the door in the east wall indicatesthat the position of the floor
level in the adyton was lower than the floor cut from the bedrockin the sekos.
The floor level of the opisthodomosis not known. The present ground level is nearly
at bedrock,and this area was not excavated(see P1.49:c; the large stone at the bottom of the
photograph may be bedrock). There is no evidence of a retaining wall at the south end
of the temple. The south end is close to the modern dirtroad that curvesaround the Archaic
Temple (see Pls. 46, 50:b), and it is possible that stones were taken away for retainingwalls
along the roadway. Erosionwould have carriedaway any fill in the opisthodomos.

CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN THE ARCHAIC AND CLASSICALTEMPLES
When the plan of the Archaic Temple is superimposedon that of the Classical, with the
Corinthiancolumn of the Classicaltemple positionedabove the large flat-toppedboulder of
the Archaic,it is apparentthat the detailsof the plans are remarkablysimilar(see Fig. 6). The
arrangementof rooms in both temples is identical, and the interior sizes of the rooms are
nearlythe same. Not only did the Classicaltemple follow the same north-south orientation
as the Archaic Temple, the central axis is almost on the same line. Moreover,the floor level
of the Classicaltemple is at the same elevation as the floor at the north end of the Archaic
Temple. In order to place the floor at this level and no higher, the bedrock was cut down
at the north end of the Archaic terracefor the foundationsof the Classicaltemple (P1.47:b).
plans of these two buildings, see Jameson 1974, p. 293. On the acropolis of Sparta, in what is called the
"early sanctuary"(between the retaining wall of the ChaLkioikossanctuaryand the back wall of the cavea
of the Roman theater), is a building whose location, date, roof revetment, and wall constructionare similar
to those of the Archaic Temple at Bassai. Unfortunately,the foundationswere so cut into and destroyed by
later building on the site that the excavatorscan only estimate its size as 4.9 x 9.4 m. by using the limits of
a votive deposit. Over the 9.4 m. length, the change in level is 0.5 m., but not enough of the lower wall
remains to indicate whether it retained fill to level the floor. The walls, which have a height of 0.6 m., are
constructedwith large, roughly trimmedblocksat the corners:Woodward 1926/1927.
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Lengths and widths of the rooms in the Archaic plan are so similar to those of the
Classicaltemple as to be virtuallyidentical. Enough of the foundationsremain to permit a
discussionof each of the chambersof the Archaictemple, comparingit to the corresponding
part of the Classicaltemple.
OPISTHODOMOS
It is not certainthat the southwestcorner of the ArchaicTemple was ever excavated, as
neitherParlamanor Yalourisindicateanythingon their drawingsof the groundplan. There
is no trace of the western foundationwall visible on the ground beyond the southernmost
crosswallfoundation except a stone of substantialsize which could have been part of the
anta at the southwestcorner, 2.5-3.0 m. to the south of the crosswallfoundation along the
line of the western wall. This stone is partiallyobscured by shrubberyin Plate 46, is at
the bottom in Plate 50:a, and can be seen along the line of the wall near the edge of the
roadwayin Plate 50:b. In the southeastarea, a trenchuncoveredan extension of the eastern
side wall of the temple that continued 3.0 m. beyond the crosswallfoundation;it was only
excavated for a length of 2.0 m. The line of stones continued on the surface, ending at a
largerstone slightlyto the west of the line of the wall. The south end of the easternwall shows
clearly in the aerial photo (P1.46). In the unexcavated south end of the temple there are
no traces of a crosswallfoundation. A roughly shaped stone can be seen on the ground
approximatelywhere a foundationfor a column or columnsin antiswould be expected. Part
of this stone shows clearlyin the aerialphoto (P1.46) and is at the centerbottom of Plate 49:c.
It is close to the center line of the temple but not exacfly centered; it raises the possibility
that there could have been one central column in antis. Yalouris'plan shows a trench in
this area;it did not extend so far as the stone, which is 2.5-3.0 m. from the southerncrosswall
foundation.22The stone is not drawnon any of the plans publishedby Yalourisor Parlama.
The part which is visible could be bedrock, and it could extend in any direction. A photo
taken from the west looking east along the line of these large stones shows that they are
not just three random rocks (P1.50:a). They are in a straightline and probably mark the
boundaryof the south end of the temple, about 3.0 m. from the south crosswallfoundation.
With the plans of the two temples superimposed, the distance from the Corinthian
column to the south end ofthe opisthodomosof the Classicaltemplecorrespondsexactlywith
the distancefrom the center of the flat-toppedboulderto the south end of the opisthodomos
of the ArchaicTemple (Fig.6). The opisthodomosof the ArchaicTemple is shallowerthan its
Classicalcounterpart;it measures3.0 m. from the wall between adyton and opisthodomosto
the end of the antas. The Classicalopisthodomosmeasures about 4.2 m. This difference
exactlybalancesthe differencein the measurementsof the two adyta,where the Archaicwas
deeper than the Classical,thus permittingthe two temples to correspondat the south end.
ADYTON

North of the opisthodomos,the interiorof the adyton was 5.7 m. in width and 6.0 m. in
length. Along the westernwall, Yalouris'excavationsuncoveredpart of a floor made of thin
limestone flagging(Pls.46, 50:b). Excavationstopped at this floor,barely under the modern
22

Yalouris1979, p. 92, fig. 1.
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ground level. Hellenistic and Roman sherdswere found on the floor, and the excavator did
not believe that it belonged to the first phase of the building.23 The area of the Archaic
Temple was leveled during the building of the Classicaltemple, the area cleaned, and the
debrisused in the fill of the terraces,but the flagged floor may have been left exposed. The
floor level at the preservedflaggingis some 1.2 m. lower than the top of the middle crosswall
foundation and 1.4 m. lower than the floor carved from the bedrock at the north end of
the sekos. Thereforeboth adyton and opisthodomoswere at a lower level than the sekos and
pronaos (Fig.4).
The eastern wall is pierced by a doorway 2.5 m. wide. The northern jamb of the
doorwayis well preserved.The edge of the southernjamb is less clearlydefined;the bedrock
sloped away too low to form the corner of the jamb (see P1. 49:b, where the north edge
of the doorway is at center bottom and the two small stones at right center are lying on
modern ground level. The wall continues at center top, and the southeast corner of the
adyton is at the very top center of the photograph;see also Fig. 4). The doorway may have
been less wide than the present 2.5 m. gap; it was off the center line of the nearly square
room.24 The aerial photograph taken after excavation (P1.46) clearly shows the northern
edge of the doorway,with no stones filling the width of the opening, nor were any in the
doorway before excavation. The two earlierdrawings,Haller's in 1812 and Kawadias' in
1903, only show the outlines of the Archaic Temple as part of the topography,but there
is enough detail to make it clear that there were no large stones or double-facedwall in the
area of the doorway. Hailer'sdrawingshows the doorway clearly and has two parallellines
drawn close together acrossthe opening. If these lines representa row of narrowcut blocks,
the blocks are approximatelyone-fourththe width of the foundationwalls and not like the
stones used in their construction. The lines may also representthe smoothed bedrock. In
either case, it is likelythat they representthe threshold. Kawadias' plan shows the doorway
opening with a smallblackdot in the center,possiblyrepresentinga very smallstone, and the
wall is drawn as discontinuousin the area of the doorway (Fig.2).
The thresholdlevel of the doorway is the same as that of the flagging, confirming the
approximatefloor level of the room. The floor flagging level is about 0.2 m. above the
top of the wall between adyton and opisthodomos, indicating that at least one course of
the foundation wall is missing (see Fig. 4: the stones drawn in dashed lines are part of the
crosswallfoundationson the center line of the building).
Although the adyton floor in the ArchaicTemple is at a lower level than the floor of the
sekos, the Classicaltemple has only one floor level throughoutthe interior.There are other
peculiaritiesof the Classicalfloor,however,which reflectthe details of the Archaic Temple.
lrnthe Classical temple, the paving of each space (pronaos, sekos, and opisthodomos)is a
grid pattern of blocks, although the grid has differentintervalsin each area (Fig. 6). The
23

Parlama 1974, p. 143, pl. 124, bottom.
Parlama published a drawing of the plan of the temple foundations which shows the doorway (1974,
p. 144, fig. 2:2), but in figure 2:1 there is no doorway. Yalourisshows the doorway filled in with stones (1973,
p. 50, fig. 5). These were clearly added later by a hand other than the one that originally drew the plan.
Voyatzispublished a plan (1990, fig. 6:a) followingParlama,showing the foundationswith no doorway in the
east wall of the adyton. Kalpaxis (1976, p. 62) and E Cooper (PECS,pp. 145-146, s.v. Bassai)both fail to
mention the east doorway.
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stylobatesalong the walls of the sekos are differentiatedfrom the rest of the floor paving by
the slightlygreaterwidth of the blocks,but the blockjoints fall on the grid lines. The regular
pattern of the temple paving is only brokenin the adyton,where the blocksare not arranged
in a grid pattern, at the doorway between pronaos and sekos, and for the stylobate under
the Corinthiancolumn and the engaged diagonal columns. The strip of paving under the
columns that separate adyton from sekos has a pattern that differs from both the adyton
floor and the sekosfloor. The stylobatefor the Corinthiancolumn and the oblique attached
columns has differentjointing intervals. Although the actual stylobate for the Corinthian
column is only 1.1 m. wide, the bases of the engaged columns require a wider stylobate;
there is a second stripof paving behind the Corinthiancolumn with ajointing pattern that is
aligned more with the floor in the sekos (the long axis of each block parallelwith the long
sidesof the temple, as opposed to the patternin the adyton,where the long sides of the blocks
are parallelto the short sides of the temple). The pattern formed by the paving stones is a
double strip approximately2.4 m. wide, extending across the width of the sekos/adyton.
The illusion is that there is a wide zone which divides sekos from adyton, analogous to the
wider foundationsthat divide sekos from adyton in the Archaic Temple. Only here in the
foundations of the Archaic Temple is the wall wider than the 0.9-1.0 m. of all the other
walls. The heavierfoundationwall has a functionin the earlytemple, that is, to retain the fill
needed to level the floor of the sekos. In the Classicaltemple there is no visible reasonfor the
second strip of paving behind the Corinthiancolumn other than to mark off the area as a
double-widthstrip. The floor pattern also creates the illusion of shrinkingthe size of the
adyton floor space in a room alreadysmallerthan its counterpartin the older temple.
The adyton of the Archaic Temple has both differences and correspondences with
its counterpart in the Classical temple. There is a difference in size, while there is a
correspondencein the placementof the doorway. It is not known if there was a wall between
the adyton and the sekos, and one cannot be assumed because of the difference in floor
levels of the two areas. If a wall is presumedto have existed, there is an additionalproblem
of how thick it may have been. The Archaic adyton was 6.0 m. deep, while the Classical
can be considered from 3.4 m. to 5.65 m. deep, depending on where the measurements
are taken. There is no wall dividingsekosfrom adyton in the Classicaltemple, and therefore
no perfectlyclearpoint to end a measurementof the depth of the room. The pavingpatterns
provide several choices. From the southern crosswallone can measure to the north edge
of the doorway, for a depth of 3.3 m., thereby including only the area delineated by the
adyton floor paving, or to the point where the oblique columnsjut from the wall, for a depth
of 3.8 m. (a place not marked by any change in the paving), or to the center line of the
Corinthian column, for a depth of 5.2 m., or to the northern edge of the stylobate of the
Corinthian and oblique columns, 5.65 m., which seems to be extending the measurement
too far into the sekos. It is this last choice, however,which marksthe point where the end
of the sekos of the Classical temple occurs, if its length is to be equal to the length of the
sekosof the ArchaicTemple. By consideringthe double stripof paving under the Corinthian
and oblique columns to be representativeof the massivefoundationcrosswallof the Archaic
Temple, and then measuringthe Classicaladyton as only the space markedoffby the adyton
paving, the Classicaladyton becomes much more shallowthan its Archaic counterpart. On
the other hand, by ignoring the fact that the double strip of paving representsthe width
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of a wall, and by measuringthe Classicaladyton from the point where the sekos ended, i.e.,
the edge of the stylobate to the north of the Corinthian column, the depth measurement
of the two adyta correspondmore closely,6.0 m. and;5.65 m. The architectof the Classical
temple has provided visual puzzles for us or perhaps for him solutions to the problems of
recreatingArchaic spaces.
This discrepancyin the sizes of the two adyta is enigmatic unless it is connected with
the dramaticeffectof the raysof the risingsun reachingthe cult image. Although the adyton
in the Archaic Temple may be deeper,the location of the doorway in its east wall shows the
same off-centerplacement as the doorwayin the Classicaltemple, at least at the northjamb
which is preserved. The east doorway,as placed in the Classicaltemple, was designed so that
the raysof the risingsun would illuminatethe southwestcorner of the adyton and perhaps,as
Cooper still believes, to illuminatethe cult image on a particularfeast day. There were also
adjustmentsin the intercolumniationsof the surroundingperistyle to permit this effect.25
The positioning of the east doorway and its effect were again not an original innovation
by the Classical architect but a faithful reproductionof a physical feature of the Archaic
Temple in order to accommodate the beam of sunlight. The width of the doorway in the
Classicaltemple was slightlyless than 2.0 m. The doorway of the Archaic Temple cannot
be measuredexactly;the gap that now existsis 2.5 m. but could have been smalleroriginally.
SEKOS

The interior of the Archaic sekos measures 5.7 x 11.5 m., the length from the wellpreservedcrosswallfoundation in the middle of the building to the north crosswallat the
large stone left jutting from the eastern wall (see Fig. 1, left). The floor was cut from the
bedrock at the northern two-thirdsof the sekos; to the south, where the ground began to
slope, a packingof stonesand earthfill leveledthe area. Small chipswere mixed with earthto
fill the hollows in the bedrock, and small flat stones were fitted over the fill. The Archaic
fill began at the modern ground level and was only about 0.3 m. thick in some areas of
the Archaic Temple before bedrock was reached. Modern ground level is already below
the original Archaic floor level in the sekos. The top of the crosswalldividing sekos from
adyton is about 0.2 m. below the bedrock at the north end of the temple. The smoothed
bedrockdeterminedthe floor level of the sekos. The middle crosswallfoundationmust have
had anotherthin courselaid on it to bringits level up to that of the floor level at the north end
of the room (Fig.4).
At first glance, the interior space of the sekos of the Archaic Temple seems narrower
at 5.7 m. than the Classicaltemple, which measuresapproximately6.8 m. wall to wall. The
nearly 1.0 m. width of the socle of the ArchaicTemple, however,may not have been totally
takenup by the mud-brickwall, and the socle could have projectedinto the interioras a ledge
as much as 0.4 m. wide along both sides of the room. The Archaicinteriorspace then would
have measured about 6.3 m. wall to wall (Figs. 7, 8). Comparing the length of one sekos
to the other presentsmore of a congruence. Both are about 11.2 m. in length, but this is only
true if the measurementis taken in the Classicaltemple from the edge of the stylobate of
the Corinthiancolumn to the crosswallbetween the sekos and pronaos. The floor pattern
25

F. Cooper 1968, p. 104, ill. 1. Penrose(1896, p. 383) mentions the sunriseeffect.
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FIG. 7. Reconstructionof the interiorof the sekos of the Archaic Temple at the crosswall

of the sekos and the extra spurs on the crosswallwhich project into the sekos would seem
to limit the sekos length to about 10.7 m. (Fig. 6). The Classical architect has added the
requiredlength with the strangelittle corner niches to either side of the entranceway.
INTERIOR COLONNADE

Fourlimestonecolumn bases could belong to the Archaictemple. C16, C1 14, and C165
retain the numbers assigned to them during Cooper's architecturalstudy (see Figure 9 for
drawingsof three of them. One more [P1.51:b] lies at the site, its number lost). 6 All are
roughlyworkedand of differentheights. All have roughlypicked areaswhich protrudefrom
the surfaceof the cylindricalshape. C16 is slightlydifferentfrom the other two: Only half of
it is preserved;it has been split across its diameter. The more finished part at the top has
a diameterof 0.3 m., while the rougher,wider area at the bottom is 0.36 m. in diameter. Its
preservedheight is 0.28 m. (see Fig. 9). C1 14, the best preserved,has a height of 0.39 m. and
a diameterof 0.316 m. (Fig.9, P1.51:a, c [eft]). It has a flat projectionat the back, 0.248 m.
wide, which protrudesfrom the shaft0.05 m. C165 is 0.6 m. high, has about two-thirdsof its
circumferencepreserved,and has a diameterof about 0.27 m. (Fig.9, P1.51:c [right]);there
26 The fragmentswere numberedaccordingto conventionsused by F. Cooper at the site, Cl for column, with
inventory number following and a coordinate number for the findspot. They will appear in a catalogue of
drawingsin F. Cooper'smonograph, 7he TempkofApolloBassitas,vol. III. They were all placed on the terracein
front of the guard'shouse in 1984.
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FiG.8. Reconstruction
of the imtenorof theArchaicTemple

are two projectionson its surface. Cl 6 and C1 14 have relativelyflat bottoms, while Cl 65 is
either broken off or cut off at a slant (the surface is badly weathered). The unnumbered
base is about the same diameterand height as C165 and has one flat projection(P1.51 :b). All
the examples have a flat, level, circular top. Shallow holes in the tops of the bases may
representcuttingsfor dowels. The projectionsall began some distance down from the top
(0.02-0.08 m.). The lack of finish on the bases indicates that they never were intended to
remainvisible. They probablywere sunkbelow the floorwith only the more finishedcircular
tops visible. It is likely that wooden columns, which must have been circular,stood on the
tops of the bases. The projectionson Cl 14 and the unnumberedbase indicate that they
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FIG. 9.

Columnbasesfromthe ArchaicTemple

stoodagainstthe foundationwall and werebondedto it. The woodencolumns-abovethe
baseswere probablyconnectedto a rectangularwoodenbuttressin the mud-brickwall.
This couldalso be truefor Cl 65, whichstoodin an insidecornerconnectedto two walls

(Fig.7).
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The most likelyplace for the column baseswould have been along the insidelong walls of
the sekos.27A colonnade probablyran the length of the sekosalong both walls (Fig.8). Since
the column bases were sunkenbelow floor level, they were only needed in the southernpart
of the sekos,where the bedrockdeclinesand the floor had to be broughtup to the level of the
northernend with fill. This would account for the fact that the column bases are of varying
heights (Fig. 7). C165, with a height of 0.6 m., could only have been sunken in the fill of the
southern end of the sekos, where the fill was the deepest. The floor would have been about
0.8 m. above the modern groundlevel at both the southeasternand the southwesterncorners
of the sekos, more than enough depth to accommodate both Cl 65 and the unnumbered
base. At the northern end of the sekos, the wooden columns could have stood directly on
the bedrockat floor level. Baseswould not have been needed here, which would explainwhy
there are so few remaining examples of them. If the missing half of Cl 6 was identical to
the preservedhalf, the projectingarea continuousaround the circumference,it could have
supporteda freestandingcolumn,perhapsalong the centralaxis ofthe temple. If thiswere the
case, theremay have been a centralrow of columnsalso, but since only halfthe circumference
of the base is preserved,it is riskyto assume that there was a centralrow of columns.
While the reconstructionof an interior colonnade along the side walls of the sekos
is conjectural, the column bases do exist and could have been used for such a purpose.
Mud-brickwall constructionneeded the additional support of vertical engaged members.
An interior colonnade attached to them could also have served to shorten the more than
five-meterspan across the width of the building and to support a frameworkof raftersfor
a tile roof. A centralrow of wooden posts could have been used to furthershorten the span
by supportingthe roof beams.28 The small diameter of the column shafts is paralleled at
other sites.29
The foundationsdo not provide any indication of the location of the columns, so that
the total number of columns used is unknown. Other than Cl 65 and the unnumbered
base, which have to be placed at the southern end of the sekos because of their height, the
reconstructionof the number and placement of the column bases is a guess based on the
Classicaltemple. No specificprovenienceexistsfor any one of the bases;none were noted in
excavation reports. Three were found on the surface: Cl 6 halfway along the east side of
the Classicaltemple, Cl 14 at the northeastcorner of the Archaic Temple, Cl 65 in front
of the ArchaicTemple near the northeastcorner. The findspotof the unnumberedcolumn is
unknown. They had all probably been moved several times by the various scholars who
27

Other Archaic templeshad columnsalong the interiorwalls. The Heraion at Olympia also had spurwalls
to which some of the columns may have been joined: Mallwitz 1972, p. 139, fig. 109. At Halieis, semicircular
stone bases were found against the walls of the sekos of the Temple of Apollo. They presumablyheld wooden
half-columns. For a plan of this building, see Bergquist 1990, p. 26, fig. 3. In the South Temple at Kalapodi
there are poros bases along the inner walls: Felsch 1987, p. 15.
28 The Temple of Apollo at Halieis used both a central row of posts and posts set along the walls. Coulton
(1988, pp. 62-63) says that posts on base slabswere used in the templesof Hera at Samos and ArtemisOrthiaat
Spartaand that both these buildingshad posts set on stone slabs along the walls as well as down the center.
29 At Samos, exteriorwooden columns are restoredas having a diameterof 0.35 m.: Coulton 1977, pp. 3132, 36. At Halieis (remple of Apollo), the diameterof the interiorcolumnswas 0.35-0.37 m.: Bergquist 1990,
p. 26, fig. 3. At Isthmia,the Archaictemple of Poseidonhas a seriesof holes cut into bedrockon the centralaxis
of the temple;the diameterof the holes is 0.30-0.35 m.: Gebhardand Hemans 1992, p. 30.
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workedat the site. The Classicaltemple has its own interiorcolonnade of engaged columns.
The Classicalcolumns are tall and thin and are set on strangebases, presumablyrecreating
the effect of the interiordesign of the Archaic Temple. At two places, on both ends of the
colonnade, the placement of the columns is odd. Those at the northern end are so close
to the spur wall projecting into the sekos from the doorway as to make awkwardcorner
niches, and those at the southern end are attached to the walls with diagonal buttresses.
The latterplacement could be reflectingthe position of C165, which was connected to two
foundationwalls in the Archaic Temple.
PRONAOS

Enough of the north end of the ArchaicTemple is preservedto call this area the pronaos.
The bedrock socle of the western wall can be measured as extending 2.5 m. and the socle
of the eastern wall, 1.5 m., to the north beyond the crosswallat the northern end of the
sekos (see P1.46: the western socle is clearly shown, the eastern is under shrubbery). The
walls were placed on the smoothed floor of bedrockbetween the outcrops of rock that rose
approximately 1.5 m. on the west side of the building and slightly lower on the east side
(see P1.48:b: the arrows mark the smoothed bedrock). Obviously,the eastern wall was at
least as long as the western, and perhaps both were longer than they are now. The loss of
some of the northernend of the temple was due to the constructionof the Classicalbuilding.
The Classicaltemple is only about 10 m. to the north of the preservedend of the Archaic
Temple (P1.47:b). The foundationtrench for the later building extended some meters into
the Archaic structure.Eitherthe whole chamberfloor and wall socle of the Archaicpronaos
were cut from the bedrock, in which case they were cut away during the building of the
Classical temple, or if the bedrock declined, stones were used to build up the foundation
at the north end of the Archaic Temple. It is likely that part of the northwest and the
northeast foundation walls of the Archaic pronaos were built of blocks which have been
moved. Perhapsthe blocksreusedin the southwestcornerof the Classicaltemple were taken
from the foundationsat the north end of the Archaic Temple and were efficientlymoved
only a very short distanceto their new position.
Another clue existsto aid in the determinationof the originallength and constructionof
the pronaos. Yalouris'excavationsfound part of an Archaicstairwayat the southwestcorner
of the Classical temple (Fig. 3). The stairwayveered away from the Archaic Temple, to
the north, suggestingthat a straighterpath was blocked by the wall of the Archaic Temple
that has now disappeared. The position and elevation of the stairway also suggests that
the bedrock fell off sharplyhere. The remains of the stairwayare about two meters lower
than the Archaic Temple floor. The ridge on which the building stood probably did not
continue uninterruptedat the same elevation to the north end of the temple, and therefore
foundationsto hold the Archaic Temple had to be built.
The stairwayalso indicates that the entrance to the Archaic Temple was at its north
end. A path coming into the sanctuaryfrom the southwest(the directionof Phigaleia)passed
alongsidethe foot of the westernoutcropof the terrace,curvedaroundthe northwestcorner
of the Archaic Temple, climbing up the steep side of the terrace on which the temple was
placed, and led to the north end of the temple. Some indication of the topography in the
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early 1900's is given on Kourouniotis'plan of the sanctuary(Fig. 2). A loop of the path
coming up from the southwestis shown (thispathwayby-passesthe ArchaicTemple, curving
aroundits southernend and continuingto a smallvillage),and the Archaicstairwayis drawn
as a series of lines between the northwestcorner of the Archaic Temple and the southwest
corner of the Classical temple. Yalourisexcavated this area; on Figure 3 the stairway is
drawn from the photo and plan published by Yalouris.30 Since the northern end of the
temple cannot be preciselylocated, the length of the pronaos cannot be recovered. It may
be, however,that the unusuallength of the pronaos in the Classicaltemple (5.5 m. interior
measurement)followed the precedent set by the Archaic Temple. Assuming that the total
length of the pronaosof the ArchaicTemple was equal to the length of the Classicalpronaos,
then only 3.0 m. of the foundationwall is missing. The sum of the preservedlength of the
ArchaicTemple (25.0 m.) with the 3.0 m. that was cut away equals 28.0 m., approximatelya
hundredancient feet.31 The point here is not to try to prove that the temple was exactly one
hundred feet, but to show that it was not a rustic shrine. It was planned and executed as
a monumentalbuilding.
Tim ROOF
The roof of the Archaic Temple is importantfor several reasons. From it, a range of
dates and phases for the structureare known. The roof can be correctly associated with
the foundationsand providedetailsabout the functionand appearanceof the structure.And
by comparing the roof to other Laconian roofs, the development of the Laconian style of
roof can be better understood.32The site at Bassai is not a complex sanctuarywith many
buildingsand fragmentsof many differentroofs. No otherArchaicterracottaroof revetment
has been found at the site, and no other Archaic building foundations. The details of the
roof can be reconstructedwithout fear of mistakenlycombining revetment from different
buildingsor periods.33
The Archaic Laconian roof at Bassai is one of the few examples of which enough
remains to reconstructits design almost completely (Figs. 10, top, and 11). The roof was
canonicalLaconianin type: tiles of pure Laconianshape, antefixesat the lateraledges, and a
30

Yalouris1960, p. 107,fig. 111,and 1965, p. 156,fig. 1.
The ancient foot was variable between 0.29 m. and 0.33 m., according to de Waele (1990, p. 4). But
F. Cooper (in Boyd and Rudolph 1978, p. 340, note 11) gives a length of 0.273 m. for the foot used at the
Halieis Sanctuaryof Apollo. In terms of such a small foot measurement,the length of the Archaic Temple
of Apollo at Bassaiwould be nearlyequal to a hundredancient feet.
32 The developmentof the Laconianroof style is a subjectwhich is beyond the scope of this paper;I discussit
in an articlein preparation,"The Development of LakonianRoof Revetment."
33 Part of an antefix was found in the Kotilon sanctuaryat the summit of the mountain, one exactly like
type B from the Temple of Apollo (Fig. 20:44), but this does not necessarilymean that either of the temples
at the summitwas decoratedwith antefixes. One and only one was found. The two roofscould have used plain
Laconian tiles with no decoration, and the buildingswere probablynot Archaic in date. Kourouniotis(1903,
pp. 184-185) said that the temples were in use in the 5th century and that coins from the 4th century and
nothing later than the 3rd centuryB.C. were found. The one antefixfragmentwas his oldestfind. Clearly,these
temples were of secondary importancein the sanctuary;or if the Kotilon sanctuarywas completely separate
from the Apollo sanctuary,it never had equal importance.
31
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FIG.

10. Top: Reconstructionof the roof of the Archaic Temple
Bottom: Reconstructionof the roof of the Classicaltemple

conventionaldisk akroterionat the peak of the gable (Figs. 10, top, and 14). The antefixes,
however,added a palmette, used here for the firsttime on a Laconian roof (cf. Fig. 12).
The existence of a disk akroterionindicatesthat the temple had a gable on at least one
end, with the akroterionat the peak of the roof over the main entrance of the temple. A
series of curved ridge tiles beginning behind the disk akroterioncovered the ridge pole. A
terracottageison coursesat directlyunderthe firstrow of tiles at the eaves. An antefixcapped
each row of cover tiles, each antefix sittingon the geison course (Fig. 11).
Thousands of fragmentsof Archaic Laconianterracottaroof revetmentwere recovered
during the excavations. Tiles, ridge cover tiles, antefixes, and disk akroteriahave all been
found; many were badly burned, and most were broken into small pieces. The plain tiles
were probably deliberatelybroken, because they were used as fill in the terrace that was
built for the Classical temple. Two sets of terracottarevetment which both belonged to
the Archaic Temple are still easily identified from the many fragments. The design and
dimensions of both sets of tiles and decorative elements were similar. The two sets differ
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in the type of clay used; they will be referredto as "A"and "B", following the designation
of Rhomaios.34Tiles of type A are made from clay of much better quality than that of B.
Tiles
Normal pan and cover tilesare the well-knownLaconiantype with no unusualvariation.
Tile fragmentsat the site are so smallthat it has not been possibleto piece togetherone whole
tile preservingboth length and width. Only the width for the upper edge of one pan tile
has been recovered: 5 has been joined from fragmentsand measures 0.435 m. in width
(Fig. 15:5);the length remainsunknown.
Sixty-two pan tiles would be required along each horizontal row, if each had a width
of approximately0.45 m. If a length of about 0.8-0.9 m. can be assumed, five rows would
cover each slope of the roof, for a total of 620 pan tiles and an almost equal number of
cover tiles. The longest fragment is 1, at 0.44 m. The upper or overlapped edge of one
cover tile, 7, preservesthe fullwidth of 0.21 m. (Fig. 16). Of a required 124 antefixes,only 22
fragmentswere found (as of 1975). Of the approximately60 ridge tiles needed, only a single
small fragment,22, was positivelyidentified(Fig. 17).
The outer surfacesof the tiles were covered with a wash or glaze in two colors, red and
black.35 Color is well preservedon 2, 4, 8, 9, 13, 22, 29, 31, 32, and 33. It cannot be
determined whether the tiles were each a single color and laid in a checkerboardpattern
of red and black or if bands of red tiles decorated the eaves edge of the roof.36 The two
colorswere never found on the same fragment,but the tiles are so fragmentarythat even this
possibilityshould not be excluded. The one identifiedridge cover-tilefragment,22, is black
but is only a small portion of the whole tile (Fig. 17).37 Many tiles show traces of burning;
since severalof these were deeply buried at the site, it appearsthat the temple burned.38
Antefixes
The antefixesare an unusual Laconian type with two-tiereddecoration (Fig. 12). Both
tiers are decorated in low reliefwith detailspainted black and red. On the lower part, two
sphinxes are seated face to face wearing a high polos, one front paw upraised. Their wings
curve back towards their heads. On type B, the area around and between the sphinxes is
Rhomaios (1933) published antefixes and disks from the 1902-1908 excavations. Fragmentswere also
published by Kourouniotis(1903, p. 164, fig. 4; 1910, pp. 276-278, figs. 4, 5; Van Buren 1926, pp. 18-19,
135 [nos. 6 and 7], 179-180, 182, figs. 59, 60; Yalouris 1965, pl. 134:y; 1973, figs. 14-16; 1979, pl. 43:b
[antefix]and c [diskreconstruction];Parlama 1974, pl. 124; N. Cooper 1989, pp. 100-111; 1990, pp. 65-93.
No mention was made of Archaic terracottasin the 1812 excavationsby Haller etal. (see note 3 above).
35 Van Buren (1926, p. 60) says that the tiles from the Temple of Artemis Orthia at Sparta were red and
black.
36 A complete eaves tile would be needed to determine if this were the case; eaves-tile edges would not
narrowto overlapand rest on anothertile and could be identifiedfrom the greaterwidth of the lower edge, but
none could be pieced together.
37 Ridge cover-tile fragments, when small, are difficult to distinguishfrom regular tiles. Two diagnostic
featuresare the arched cut-out edge that fits over the regularcover tiles and the edge that overlaps the next
ridgetile in the row. No painteddesignshave been found on any tile fragments;at other sitesthe ridge cover tile
carriespainted decoration.
38 I have seen shepherdsgathertilesto serveas a hearth,and they have probablybeen doing this for centuries,
but of course these are found on the surface,not deeply buried in Classicallayers.
3'
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FIG.12. Top: Antefixes from Thasos. Middle: Antefixes from Amykleion, Sparta Oeft)and the Temple
of Hera, Olympia (right). Bottom: Antefixes"A"and "B",Archaic temple of Apollo, Bassai
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filled with roundels, one between their poloi, one between their bodies, and a row across
the bottom of the antefix with a double roundel at both lower corners. On type A, hollow
"wreaths"were used instead of roundels, in the same position between the poloi and the
bodies and also behind each tail; they are lacking across the bottom of the antefix. On
type B, the backgroundis covered only with a fine slip the same color as the body of the
clay. Color is better preservedon type A. The backgroundcolor of the bottom part of the
antefix face was a white-cream slip. On 33 (Fig. 19), the poloi were decorated with three
wide vertical stripes of red.39 The bodies of the sphinxes were painted red, as were the
wreaths and roundels. The faces of the sphinxes were the white color of the background,
their eyes and hair red; the red is now a darkreddishbrown.
The sphinxesand wreathsfit within the lower half of the antefix,which takesthe normal
Laconian semiellipticalshape. On the backs of some fragments, the shape of the cover
tile to which the antefix was attached can be seen. The outline of the antefix followed
the contour of the cover tile and was wider by approximately0.027 m. on each side. A
reconstructionof the B type from fragmentsis 0.31-0.33 m. wide and 0.245 m. high. This
height includesthe smallersemiellipticalshape attachedat the top, which is decoratedwith a
three-leafedpalmette above two spiralslinkedtogetherby two horizontalbars (Fig. 12). Red
and black petals probablyalternatedon the palmette;the centralpetal could have been red
or blacksince each antefixdid not have to be colored exactly the same. All palmettesdid not
necessarilyhave the same number of petals. There is a smallerred, painted petal between
the relief petals and the top of the spiral on 33 (Fig. 19), ving the effect of a five-petaled
palmette. The eyes of the spiralswere red. The whole back of the antefix was black. A
narrow band of red outlined the shape of the antefix (Fig. 19:33). Type B has a slightly
recessed border all around the outer edge of the antefix, 0.02-0.027 m. wide, while A is
flat and has a narrowerpainted band of reddishbrown. The paint continues over the edge
and marksoff a narrowband 0.005 m. wide, on the side surfaceas well as the restingsurface
(Fig. 19:32).
DiskAkoteria
Fragmentsof two disk akroteriahave been found in deep pits in the bedrock and in
trenches under the foundations of the Classical temple.40 The disks, labeled A and B
(Rhomaios' designation),are of the same two types of clay used for the regular tiles and
antefixes.41 A is much better preservedthan B. The fragmentsare not catalogued here, as
theywere cataloguedand publishedby Rhomaiosand Van Buren,with elaboratedescriptions
and reconstructiondrawings.42 There were nine fragmentsof disk B (P1.52:b) and eight
39 Kourouniotis(1910, cols. 276-277, fig. 4) describedthe painted decoration, but the photograph did not
show it adequately.
40 See Yalouris 1979, pp. 95-96 for the findspotsin the 1970 excavations. Rhomaios only gave general
locations: east side (of the Classicaltemple)and 30 metersfrom the southeastcorner of the Classicaltemple;he
does not say in which direction,but this would encompassthe area of the Archaic Temple.
41 Rhomaios 1933, pp. 1-12.
42 Rhomaios 1933, p. 8, fig. 3, pl. 3. No measured drawings have been published; no scale is given in
the photographs. Rhomaios gave some measurementsof fragmentsin the text and diametersfor both disks:
1.06 m. for A (height0.815 m.); 1.08 m. for B. Van Burenalso publishedfragmentsof the roof(1926, pp. 18-19,
179-180, 182, figs. 56-58).
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FiG.13. Bassai,akroterion
diskA, fragments(Rhomaios1933,pl. 2)

from disk A (Fig. 13). Rhomaaiosconcluded that the disks were almost the same size and
belonged to one building, which had a disk only on one end, but that they were not used
at the same time. He dated B later than A.43
4

Rhomaios 1933, pp. 9 17.
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Unlike the antefixes,the disksare of a more common and generallyknown design. Both
were molded, incised, and painted in concentricbands of color; black, red, and white were
used (see Fig. 14). Geometricalpatternscovered flat and molded zones. Alternatingblack
and red Doric leaves were outlined in white, and scale pattern and double guilloche were
used. White chevronsand slantedlines decoratedthe toroi. A stringof white pomegranates
decoratedone narrowzone.44
YalourisreconstructeddiskA incorporatingadditionalfragmentsthat were found in his
excavations. His new reconstruction45differsfrom the older drawingsin that the width of
the zone with scale pattern is increasedto include more rows of scales (fivemore, for a total
of ten) and a previouslyunknown double guilloche is added at the inner edge of the scale
zone. Largejoining fragmentspreserve the decoration in every zone from the top of the
guilloche to the sawtoothedrim at the outer edge of the disk. He has also changed some of
the other inner zones. Yalourisdoes not providea measurementfor the diameterof the disk.
The questions could be asked: why are there only fragmentsof two disks at the site?
Did the Laconianroof have only one, or were there disksat both ends? It would be expected
that, if two disks were used simultaneouslyand one (or both) was damaged and replaced,
there would be fragmentsof three (or more) disks at the site. Models seem to show that
there could be a disk at the top of each pediment, at the front and back of the temple. A
model from Skillous(Mazi)which is clearlya representationof a Laconianroof has a diskat
the end over the doorwayas well as a diskon the back end.46Another model from Skillousis
less clearlyLaconian;it has a broken-offprojectionwhich could be a diskover the door and a
clear representationof a diskon the back end.47 The models do not providemuch detail, for
example, whether the diskwas flat bottomed and sat on a plinth or was cut away at an angle
and sat directly over the peak of the roof.48 Whether the Archaic Temple at Bassai had
akroteriondisksat both ends of the roof cannot now be determined.
Datingof theRoof
The area in and aroundthe ArchaicTemple was cut away at the north end, leveled, and
generallymade clean and neat for the Classicaltemple that replaced it. The materialtaken
from the Archaic Temple was used to fill in the terrace built for the newer structure,thus
destroying the stratigraphyof the older building The excavators dated material coming
from their trenches around the Classicaltemple by saying, "the cult was establishedin the
late geometric and continuedwithout interruptionthroughthe followingcenturies."49This
is obviously "mixed fill". Many fragmentsof the roof were also found in the excavations
44 For these designs, see Rhomaios 1933, pls. 1, 2 and Yalouris 1979, pl. 43:c. I illustratethe disks here
only to give the reader an idea of their appearance;I have not attempted to reproduce the intricacy of the
designsor the color. Figure 14:Ais a composite, drawn from the figuresprovidedby Yalourisand Rhomaios.
45 Yalouris(1979, pl. 43:c) published a photo of the reconstructeddisk (with no scale). He plans a fuUer
publication.
46 Athens, N.M. no. 11120: Schattner (1990, no. 47, p. 91, pl. 25) dates it to the third quarter of the 6th

centuryB.C. andgivesbibliography.
47

"8
49

OlympiaMuseum, BE 803 2553: Schattner(1990, no. 48, pp.91-92, pl. 26) dates it to the Archaicperiod.
Yalouris1972, pp. 92-93, pls. 41-43. His captionslabel the models "fromBabes".
Yalouris1979, pp. 91, 94.

Disk A

FIG.

Disk B

14. Top: AkroteriondiskB from the Archaictemple (Rhomaias1933, pl. 3). AkroteriondiskA from the Archaictemp
1979, pl. 43:c). Bottom: Akroteriondiskfrom the Heraion, Olympia (Yalouris1972, pl. 1)
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of the 1970's in the Archaic Temple foundations. It is unlikely that any of these were in
pocketsof undisturbeddestructiondebris;they provide no help in dating the roof.
Rhomaios and Van Buren used comparandato date the roof: Laconian vase painting
and the other known disk akroteria,mainlythose from Spartaand the diskof the Heraion at
Olympia. Both really only dated the A roof, saying that the B roof came later. Rhomaios
rightly dated disk A to the same time as the Heraion disk but wrongly dated disk B after
it, perhaps following Van Buren, who divided disks into two categories, the Heraion type,
dated to the middle of the 7th century B.C., and the "coarse"type. She put disk B from
Bassaiinto the lattercategoryand dated it to the end of the same century. Disk B from Bassai
has little in common with Van Buren's"coarse"category;it is closerin design to the Heraion
disk. Although the latteris two and one-halftimes the diameterof the BassaiB disk,when it
is reducedto the size of diskB, the similaritiesin structurebecome apparent(see P1.52:a and
b). Both disksA and B from Bassaidate to the same time as the Heraion disk. Rhomaios was
troubledbecause he thought that antefixesthat were used with diskA should look like those
from the Heraion;by dating diskB later,he could pair the different-lookingsphinx antefixes
with it (he dated the antefixesto about 550 B.C.). He thought that all the antefixes, types A
and B, were used with diskB, while some other antefixes(stillmissing)were used with diskA.
At Olympia, the antefixesused with the diskakroterionare almostsimplifiedminiaturesof it.
A molded rosettewas in the center,a wide flatband next, and at the outer edge, insteadof the
saw-toothedband, was a Doric-leafzone borderedby half-roundtoroi (Fig. 12, middle, right).
The only Laconianelement of the Bassaiantefixesis the semiellipticalshape of the lower half,
while the palmetteadded at the top is foreign(Fig. 12, centerleft and bottom). On a canonical
Laconian roof, only for the Heraion at Olympia and for the Apollo Temple at Bassai can
antefixesbe pairedwith akroteriondisks,which are similareven though the antefixesof these
two roofs are very different.50No antefixesof other design have been found at Bassai.
Rhomaios and Van Buren saw that the combinationat Bassaiof figuralantefixeswith an
akroteriondiskwas similarto the elements of the roof at Neandria,51but they failed to look
at the constructionof the rest of the roof. The Neandria roof was the Hybrid type, while
the Bassai roof was canonical Laconian, as was the Heraion roof. The Laconian roof has
curvedpan and cover tiles and a curvedridge tile. The Hybrid roof used the same Laconian
curved cover and ridge tiles with flat pan tiles. The canonical Laconian roof went out of
fashionbefore 550 B.C., replacedby the Hybrid, at least for importantarchitecture.
No Laconian roof similar to that of Bassai has been found in the Peloponnese. The
roofs of the Bouleuterion at Olympia and the roof of the Temple of Athena at Alipheira
had semiellipticalantefixeswith the face of a gorgon in low relief, but not enough is known
about the tiles to decide whether the roof was canonical Laconian or Hybrid. On a roof
at Bigla (Asea)that was clearly Hybrid, a small palmette antefix was used. The palmette
resemblesthe one on the top tier of the Bassaiantefix.
The Bassai roof has parallels to the roofing found at the Herakleion on Thasos.
There, severaltypes of antefixeswere recoveredmixed with fragmentsfrom two akroterion
50 At Sparta,many antefixesand diskakroteriahave been found, but no restorationshave been made which
link one type of antefix to a diskakroterion.No two-tieredantefixessimilarto the Bassaitype have been found
at Sparta. Figure 12, center left, representsa typicalLaconian antefix;see Buschor and Von Massow 1927.
51 Van
Buren 1926, P. 19.
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disks.52 It is unclear how all the fragmentsare to be reconstructed. The akroteriondisks
are similarto BassaidiskA and were probablyused with a Laconianantefixdecoratedwith a
gorgon's face (molded in low relief and painted), surroundedby a Doric-leaf zone set off
by half-roundtoroi and edged with sawteeth. The outer part is almost an akroteriondisk in
miniature. The Thasos roof shows that the combination of molded figural antefixes with
an akroteriondisk could have been used at another site. Other antefixes(Corinthiantype)
from Thasos have figures in the lower part and a small palmette between spiralsperched
at the top, similarto the two-tieredarrangementof the Bassaiantefix (Fig. 12, top).
The roofs at Bassai and Olympia were canonical Laconian; the Heraion roof had
traditionalLaconian antefixes,Bassaidid not. From the excavators'descriptions,the roofs
at Thasos were not canonical Laconian. Other roofs from Asia Minor that have antefixes
with molded figuraldecoration(butnot palmettes)which have been compared to the Bassai
antefix are from the Hybrid-typeroof.
When the Bassaiantefixesare comparedto Laconiansemiellipticalantefixesfrom other
sites, it is quicklyapparentthat the palmette at the top (Fig. 12, center left, for a Laconian
antefixof usual shape and size)is an element foreignto the Laconian style. The type used at
Bassaishowed the beginningsof great changes in the Laconian roof. After the introduction
of the palmetteas decoration,the flatpan tile was adoptedalso. Some conclusionsabout how
the Bassai antefix fits into the chronology of the development of Laconian roof revetment
can be made, but only the shortestsummarywill be given here.53
The Laconian antefix (althoughhaving a face of roughly semelliptical shape instead
of angular) seemed to follow the same general course of development as that taken by
Corinthianantefixes:from the earliestminimal flat face conformingto the size of the cover
tile behind, in laterphasesits size was increased,until it stood out beyond the sides and top of
the cover tile. The decorationwas at firsta flat surfaceof monochrome, then decoratedwith
incised and painted designs,and then with painted moldingsand with figuresand anthemia
in relief. It always retained its semiellipticalshape except at Bassai. After the adoption
of the palmette as decoration came a change in overall roof design from the canonical
Laconian roof to the Hybrid type with flat pan tiles instead of curved. The Bassai roof,
because of the use of the palmette as decoration on the antefix, although the tiles are still
of the canonical Laconian type (curvingpan tiles), can be put near the end of the use of
the canonical Laconian roof on temples.
All the decorativemotifs that were used on the disk akroteriaand antefixesfrom Bassai
are devices common to Laconian vase painting. The first attempts to date the roof were
made on the basis of comparisons of the painted designs with Laconian pottery, placing
the roof into a range of dates. Although they failed to recognize the foundations of the
ArchaicTemple for what they were, the excavatorsknew that the roof fragmentswere proof
that such a temple had existed on the site. Rhomaios dated the first phase of the temple
to 620-600 B.C.,54since he dated disk A to 620-600 B.C. from the hallmarkof the painted

52
53
54

TlzasosI, pp. 36-48, pls. 8-10.
For a longer treatment,see N. Kelly, "The Development of the Laconian Antefix,"in preparation.
Rhomaios 1933, p. 16.
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pomegranatefrieze comparedwith Laconian II pottery decoration;the sphinx antefixeshe
said could possiblybe as low as 550 B.C.55 There is only one antefix, however,which could
be dated this late, 32 (Fig. 19); it is probably a repair. Recent redating of Laconian II by
Boardman places the style between 620 and 580 B.C.56 This is the dating range for the
two roofs, with A tiles later than B.
Even the plain tiles can add informationabout the Archaic Temple. Since there are
two sets of tileswith almostidenticalfeatures,repairsto the roof can be postulated. Traces of
severe burning on some tiles indicate disasterfollowed by replacement of part of the roof.
Probablyonly a partial repair was made; this is indicated by the count of tiles at the site.
So many more of the B tiles than the A were found in and around the Archaic Temple
(in the excavationsof 1970),and the B tiles are so weather-beaten,it seems that they were the
originalroof and that the A tiles repairedand replacedonly some of the B tiles (unlessfurther
excavationuncoverslargerquantitiesof A tiles). As was the case with the tiles, the A diskwas
better preservedthan the fragmentsof disk B, which were so worn that not much painted
decorationwas visibleeven to Rhomaios (P1.52:b). The replacementantefixesare of at least
two types, one which could date to about 550 B.C. The tiles have shown the correctsequence
of the two roofs and, as a result, the correct sequence of the akroteriondisks, the B disk
precedingthe A.
This conclusion is based on an accumulation of evidence that was not available to
Rhomaios, as he did not excavate the foundations of the Archaic Temple and study the
undecoratedfragmentsof the roof. He did not know how large the roof was, and so could
not make ajudgment on the amountsof tiles of each type thatwould be requiredto construct
two full roofs. He attempted to prove that A tiles were imported. The only Archaic tile
that he published, 23, a pan tile (Fig. 18), was found in the excavationsof the early 1900's
and published along with stamped tiles dating not earlier than the end of the 4th century
B.C.57 Rhomaios presented this one fragment (now in the Olympia Museum storerooms)
as Archaicbecause he believed that it was the same as type B. The letteralpha is inscribedon
it (not stamped). The thicknessis nearly the same as the tiles of type B, but although the
color is nearly the same, the composition of the clay seems different;it is less coarse. The
alpha could be the result of accidental scratchesmade by a plow or other sharp farming
tool. If I follow his reasoning correctly,he thought that the Archaic and 4th-century tiles
came from a local bed of red clay used from Archaic times through the 3rd century and
that the tiles, antefixes, and disk made of tan clay were imports.58 He believed that this

55 Much of the confusion seems to come from one antefix, 32 (Fig. 19), which Van Buren compared to
antefixesfrom Asia Minor. It especiallyresemblesone from Pazarli(see Akerstr6m1966, p. 172, pl. 87), where
the beasts are molded and painted.
56 Boardman 1963, pp. 2-4. At the Heraion at Olympia,recentattemptsto date the temple, and presumably
the roof also, provide a range of dates from 600 to 570 B.C.; see Felsch 1990, p. 312, note 35.
57 Rhomaios 1933, p. 16, fig. 8. Rhomaios publishedfive of the fifteenstampedtiles that are in the Olympia
Museum storerooms:inv. nos. BE 1136(a-i) p 3314(a-i).
58 Tile stampsdo not mean that the tileswere manufacturedlocally;see Felsch 1979 and 1990. An additional
problem for Rhomaios' argument is that the akroteriondisk of the Heraion of Olympia is made of red clay
similarto diskB at Bassaiand that there are tilesfound at Spartawhich are made from red clay; both the A and
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local red clay would have been used to imitate the imported (presumablySpartan)tan clay
set, replacingit, and on this basis he dated the B tiles after type A.
ROOFCORRESPONDENCES

Although the roof of the Classicaltemple was Corinthianin type and the shift of type
from Laconian to Corinthian and of material from terracottato marble is a large one,59
the change in roof type was moderated by the retention of the Archaic character of the
overall design. The Classicalroof had a row of antefixesalong each of the eaves (Fig. 10,
bottom), which parallelsthe arrangementon the roof of the Archaic Temple. The design
of the roof of the Classicaltemple does not conform to the usual design of its period, and its
archaismcan also be explainedas a preservationof architecturalconventionsat the site. For
its period, ca.420 B.C., the Classicaltemple roof shouldhave a lateralsima at the eaves. Even
a summaryand incomplete list of temples built in the last half of the 5th century indicates
lateral simas on the Hephaisteion, the temples of Poseidon at Sounion and Ares at Athens,
the Propylaia (although not a temple), and the temples of Nemesis at Rhamnous, Apollo
on Delos, Hera at Argos, and Nike at Athens. Even earlier,the Temple of Zeus at Olympia
had a lateralsima. Fourth-centurytemple roofs had a lateralsima with "rampant"antefixes
(whichare elevatedto sit on top of the lateralsima);these include the temples of Asklepiosat
Epidauros,Athena Alea at Tegea, Zeus at Nemea, the Philippeion at Olympia, and the
Tholos at Delphi. The Old Athena Temple on the Akropolisat Athens had a lateral sima
with rampantantefixes. Two 5th-centuryuses of marbleantefixeswithout lateralsimaswere
on the Parthenonand the Erechtheion.Anothermarbleroofwhich has antefixesinsteadof a
lateralsima is the Temple of Athena at Alipheira,dated to 500-490 B.C.60
The central akroterionof the Classicaltemple at Bassaiwas floral, not figural,perhaps
also a departurefromthe prevailingstyleand in imitationofthe Archaicpredecessor.Several
badly mutilatedfragmentsof the tendrilshave been found at the site.61 The central motif
probablywas a disk shape with raisedtoroi such as those marble akroteriafrom Sparta and
the surroundingarea catalogued by Lauter-Buf6.62The disk shape echoed the terracotta
disk akroterionof the Archaic Temple (see Fig. 10, bottom). There was no figuralsculpture
on the Classicalpediment, either. Pedimentalsculpturewas not used with disk akroteria,
and the imitationof an Archaic-lookingroof and pedimentcould also have been furtheredin
the Classicaltemple with the absence of sculpture.
B tiles at Bassai,or the clay for them, could have been imported. No studieshave been made to identifytypes of
clay used in the tiles other than by visual inspection.
59 When templeswere rebuilt,the change in roof designfromLaconianto Corinthianwas a common one, as
was the change from Corinthianterracottatiles to marble. A re-creationof Laconian terracottatiles in marble
is more unusualbut did occur on Delos; see DdlosXXXII, pp. 75-90. MarbleLaconian tileswere also found on
the Akropolisat Athens (Wiegand1904, pp. 179-181; Ohnesorg 1988)and at the Demeter Sanctuaryat Sangri
on Naxos (DelosXXXIII, no. 4, pl. 58). These are all Archaic examples. Laconian tiles were not used on
temples in mainland Greece in the Classicalperiod.
60 Orlandos 1968, pp. 73, 86-87, figs. 54, 55. Of course,buildingswith roofsof terracotta
that used the antefix
insteadof the lateralsima continued throughoutthe ancient period.
61 These will be included in F. Cooper's catalogue of blocks in Bassikas
III. I believe that some marble
fragmentswith concentricraisedhalf-roundmoldingswere also found but cataloguedas miscellaneous.
62 Lauter-Buf61974, esp. A 2, p. 206, pl. 79:2.
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TERRACOTTA GEISON

Some terracottacorner fragmentsof thick, flat, plaqueliketiles with no indications of
being overlapped or overlappingother tiles were found at the site. Any corner fragments
of regular pan tiles would have had edges which identified them as such. Two or three
small fragments,about 0.05 m. square,had one corner preserved;they were probablyfrom
the back edge of the geison. The fragmentswere of the B type of clay. No front edges
of the geison fragmentswere found. When laid on the roof, the geison tiles would have
provided the level surface on which the bottom edge of the antefixes rested (Fig. 11).63 If
the plaquesare not geison tiles, they could have been terracottatri l,hs, as at Thermon, or
ceiling tiles, as the excavatorsat Kalapodiproposefor theirplaques. The Bassaifragments
were too small to be assigneda functionwith certainty.Terracottageisa would be expected
on a canonical Laconianroof.
CONCLUSIONS
Because the later temple of Apollo at Bassai was not built exactly on top of the Archaic
temple, the plan of the earlier building has been recovered. Careful study has revealed
that the Archaic temple was conceived and built as a monumental structureapproaching
a hundred ancient feet in length. Part of the foundation is carved from the bedrock, part
is made of huge boulders,and sections of carefullylaid double-facedwalls fill the gaps. The
interior of the temple was diviidedinto areas as was necessary for the functioning of the
cult. Even though the temple was oriented north-south, it had a doorway in the adyton
which faced the rising sun. Columns may have stood against the sekos walls, as is shown
by the form of the stone bases. Both columns and projecting members were probably of
wood, bonded into mud-brickwalls.
Much informationabout the exteriorappearanceof the Archaic temple is missing: for
example, the arrangementof the fasades on both the north and south ends of the temple
remainsuncertain. If there was a column (or columns)in antis, no trace remains. Only the
fragmentsof tilesprovideinformationabout the exteriorof the building. The roof was one of
the most importantelementsof the appearanceof the temple. It was lavishlydecoratedwith
antefixes molded and painted with exotic figures and large akroteriondisks painted with
geometric designs,which stood out againstthe sky.
63
Many fragmentswere found of the terracottageison for the Laconian roof at Halieis (N. Cooper 1990,
figs. 1, 12, 14). Fragmentsof terracottageison were found at the Sanctuaryof ArtemisOrthia at Sparta;they
are reported as having traces of an oblique black band on their outer faces (George and Woodward 1929,
figs. 100 and p. 141, no. 36, p. 132, fig. 99). The roof at Olympiais drawnas if such fragmentsalso existed there:
OlympiaII, p. 169, TafelbandII, pl. XCVIII:3-4; also, Benndorf 1899, p. 8, fig. 7. Mallwitz in a more recent
publication(1972, p. 143, fig. 114) retainsthis constructionat the eaves. The terracottageison from Olympia
may not have been decorated with other than black color. Also from Olympia is a terracottageison with a
cavettopaintedwith Doric leaf, borderedat top and bottom by narrowflat bands;the top band carriespendent
Doric leaf and the bottom a sawtooth design (Durm 1910, p. 199, fig. 173). There are two fragmentsof a
terracottageison 0.84 m. high fromAlipheira. The face is a molded cavetto decoratedwith raisedDoric leaf;at
the top of the face is a narrowflat band: Orlandos 1968, p. 115, fig. 88.
64
Htsbner 1987, p. 81. The Kalapodi plaques are too large to be triglyphs(some are fully preserved).
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The temple was positionedon a ridge dominatingthe sanctuarywith a view towardsthe
east, west, and south. Recoveryof an ancientstairwayat the northwestcorner ofthe building
indicates that the temple was approachedfrom this direction. Part of the western wall was
placed against an outcroppingof bedrock at the edge of a steep drop, making the temple
impassableon the west, while there was a narrow passagewayon the east and probably a
wider open area at the north.
All the informationabout the Archaictemple that was recoveredcan be used to explain
some of the more puzzling features of the Classical temple. The orientation, floor level,
and arrangementof interior rooms were faithfullyreproduced. The elongated plan of the
Classical temple and its Archaic peristyle of six by fifteen columns no longer can be seen
as an earlystage in a multi-phasedbuildingprogramgone awry. The designwas necessaryin
order to add the surroundingperistyle to an interior structurewhich was dictated by the
Archaic predecessor. The Classical temple was sited only about ten meters to the north
of the Archaictemple, where a wider terracecould be accommodatedas needed to supporta
surroundingcolonnade. It followed the same north-south orientation. The east doorway
into the adytonwas placed in a positioncorrespondingexacdy to the doorwayin the Archaic
temple. Even the roof of the Classicaltemple shows archaismswhich can be traced to the
design of the Laconian-typeroof of the Archaic temple.
The similaritiesof these two buildingsare so striling that if the later did not directlycopy
the earlier,and a phase (or phases) intervened between them, then the power of religious
conservatismat the site must be seen as the controllingfactorin the design of each successive
phase of rebuildingthe Temple of Apollo. Any rebuildingor updating of the temple was
based on the originalplan of the Archaictemple. There is not sufficientevidence to support
the theory that there were four successivetemplesto Apollo. It is more likelythat an Archaic
temple was partiallydestroyedby fire and repaired. When the Archaic temple was finally
demolishedand the Classicaltemple built, the location of the temple was moved only slightly.

CATALOGUE
TILEs
All the fragmentscatalogued here were broken;measurementsare given for the maximum preserveddimensions. The widthsof 5 and 7 are the only measurementstakenon the
full width, made up ofjoining fragments.
LaconianTiles
The Laconiantiles are of two types. The clay of type A is fine, compact, and tan in color,
Munsell 2.5YR 6/6; that of type B is coarser and heavier, has gritty inclusions, and is an
orange-red color, Munsell 7.5YR 6/6 and 7/6 to 5YR 7/7. From four fragmentsfound
in trench TI 1 in 1970, 5 is a complete upper or overlapped edge of a type B pan tile.65
It is 0.435 m. wide, tapering toward the overlappinglower edge (Fig. 15). The concave
65

For the location of this trench and others, see Yalouris1979, p. 92, fig. I and 1973, p. 39, fig. 1; Parlama
1974, p. 144, no. 1 (yevtxbv xonoypaycpLx6v).
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center of the tile is some 0.11 m. lower than the edges. A lip is molded on the surfaceof the
overlapped edge; it is 0.02 m. wide and 0.03 m. high at the center of the tile and tapers
off at the side edges. The purpose of the lip was to keep wind-drivenrain from entering
between tiles where they overlapped.Along the length of the tile each edge has a flat surface
0.025 m. wide at the upper end, which tapersand disappearsat the lower edge. The width of
the lower, or overlapping,edge can be estimated,since the overlappingedge fitted between
the bands along the side edges of the tile beneath it. The narroweror overlappinglower
edge of the pan tile should thereforebe about 0.05 m. less in width than the upper edge,
or approximately0.40 m.
No complete cover tiles were recovered, but one fragment, 7, preservesthe height of
the tile, 0.06 m., and the total width of the upper edge, 0.21 m. Thickness of the pan and
cover tiles varies from 0.016 to 0.025 m. (Fig. 16:7-9, 11-13). No length for either pan
or cover can be reconstructed.The two colors, red and black,were never found on the same
fragment,but the fragmentsare too small to exclude this possibility.The type B tiles were
much more weather-beatenthan the type A tiles. Many tiles had been charred a dark gray
and are now thin and brittle. There is no differencein the profilesof tiles of types A and B.
One ridge cover fragmentwas found, 22 (Fig. 17) of type A, from the bottom of the
cover where it arched over the regularcover tile. Its outer surfaceis painted black, with no
other decoration visible. Whether the curving top of the ridge cover had other colors or
designsis uncertain. The ridge cover is reconstructedfor convenience with a single opening
and completely black, not double length with two openings. There is no evidence from
the fragmentsat Bassaithat favorsone reconstructionover the other.66
Rhomaios was unaware of fragmentsof the ridge cover and was only able to measure
the back of the disk where he thought the first ridge cover tile began.67 He described the
section of the cover at the back of the disk as greater than a half-circle, having an outer
diameter of 0.69 m. and, at the base, a width of 0.55 m. He thought that the diameter of
the regularridge cover tiles would be the same or slightlysmaller. 8 The ridge cover was
considerablysmaller,probably less than 0.3 m. in either height or width. He must have
measuredat some point on the back of the diskat an interiorprojectionwhere strutsconnect
front to back before the exterior surface narrowed to the size of the ridge cover, perhaps
at the point where it dividesinto two separateplates,because his measurementof more than
0.5 m. conflictswith his calculationthat the center of the disk stood 0. 14 m. above the top
of the pediment. The struts that are preservedon the back of the disk from the Heraion
at Olympia illustratehow he could have mistakenlymeasuredhis diameterat a strutof larger
dimension(see P1.52:c). Rhomaios illustratedin his figure 1 the bottom edge of diskA where
it restedon the pediment of the temple astridethe peak. Fromthe angle of the intersectionof
The Olympia ridge cover is shown with a length equal to one pan-tile width by Benndorf (1899, p. 8,
fig. 7) and Boettischer (1883, p. 196, fig. 39). The Orthia ridge cover is restored to a length equal to the
width of two pan tiles: George and Woodward 1929, figs. 100 and 105. The authors said that they based
their reconstructionon the Gela specimen;see Orsi 1906, col. 284, fig. 211, pl. XXIV:2. The Gela example,
however,is only equal to one pan-tile width.
67 It is not apparenthow Yalouris(1979, pl. 43:c) arrivesat the placement of the center of the diskin relation
to the preservedfragmentsin his reconstruction.There is no publishedphotographof the back.
68 Rhomaios 1933, p. 2.
66
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22
FIG.

17. Ridge cover-tilefragment

the finishedbottom with the concentricrings of the decoration,he calculatedthat the slope
of the roof was approximately1:3.4 and that the center of the akroterionwas 0. 14 m. above
the apex of the roof.69 The diameter of the ridge cover should correspondto about twice
this, or 0.28-0.3 in., assumingthat the center of the face of the disk marked the center of
the ridge cover. This would give the ridge cover a height of about 0.3 m. instead of 0.55there were decorativemoldingswhere ridge coversjoined is unknown.
0.69 rn.70 WVhether
At other sites, among ridge covers of a comparablesize and date, some had moldings,others
did not.71
69

Rhomaios 1933, p. 2.

70 This puts it in the size range of known ridge coversfrom similarlysized buildings,for example the Temple

of Artemis Orthia, where from a much larger fragmentthan any found at Bassai the ridge cover is restored
to 0.36 m. wide and 0.24 m. high, arched but not stricdysemicircular(George and Woodward 1929, figs. 100,
105). At Kalydon, a ridge cover tile was publishedby Rhomaios, drawn as 0.42 m. wide and 0.24 m. high
(Rhomaios 1937, p. 309, fig. 4, pl. 2:4). For a clear picture of how the ridge tile connects to the back of the
disk from the Heraion at Olympia, see Plate 52:c. The ridge cover tile from the Esquiline, as restored by
J. Durm (Benndorf1899, pp. 1-51; p. 39, fig. 42), is shown as 0.3 m. high and 0.56 m. wide.
71 The ridge cover at Halieis had no moldingsalong the overlappingedge, which is preservedin severallarge
fragments;see N. Cooper 1990, figs. 1, 13. A ridge cover from the Sanctuaryof ArtemisOrthia at Spartahad a
decorated band of four toroi and a row of Doric cymation, plus a broken zone which is restored as another
largertoros, appliedto the overlappingend of the cover. The toroi are black, the tongues alternatelyblack and
red; the tile itself is described as having a light buff slip. The Olympia ridge cover is shown by Benndorf
(1899, p.8, fig. 7) with some toroi at the overlappingends, but in a more recent reconstructionof the same roof,
no toroi are shown: Winter 1990, p. 14, fig. 1.
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Corinthian
Tiles
Corinthiantiles 6 and 14 are of red clay,and 15-21 are of tan clay with a fine cream slip
on the surface (Figs. 15, 16).72 The red-clay examples have no slip. No decorative parts
(antefixesor simas)that could have been used with these tiles were found. The pieces are
from pans and covers only, so fragmentarythat no estimationcan be made as to the original
length and width. The tiles show all the flanges and beveled edges that are common from
Late Archaic to Classicaltimes.73 Examplesof the corner of a pan tile and more than half
the width of a fragment of a cover tile of tan clay from the 1970-1975 excavations and a
fragment of a red-clay pan tile from the 1959 excavations are preserved in the Olympia
Museum storerooms.It is possiblethat the buildingto the northwestof the Classicaltemple
was roofed with Corinthiantiles.
1. Laconianpan tile
Fig. 15
L. 0.44, W 0.075, Th. 0.27-0.28 m. Notebook 2,
p. 2. Fabric:type B clay. 1970 excavations.
Side edge of longest Laconianpan-tile fragmentseen
at site. Max. W. of border along side edge 0.0 15 m.

edge 0.027, W. of lip along top edge 0-0.025 m.
Fabric: type B clay. Trench 1la, layer 1. Notebook 2, p. 12. 1970 excavations.
Fourjoining pieces provide full width of overlapped
edge, with raisedlip in center section of top edge.

Fig. 15
2. Laconian pan tile
L. 0.22, W. 0.175, Th. 0.032 m. Side edge Th. 0.03,
max. W. of border along side edge 0.02, W of lip
along top edge 0-0.02 m. Fabric: type B clay.
Trench 3b, basket 5. Notebook 1, p. 13. 1970
excavations.
Two joining fragments,upper left corner. Traces of
black color.

6. Corinthianpan tile
Fig. 15
L. 0.16, W. 0.14, Th. 0.035-0.06 m. Fabric: red
clay. Trench l1 d, layer 1. Notebook 2, p. 15. 1970
excavations.
No cornerspreserved. Edge oftile with apex of raised
border broken off. Similar fragments, notebook 3,
p. 32.

Fig. 15
3. Laconian pan tile
L. 0.145, W. 0.357, Th. 0.031-0.035 m. Max. W.
of borderalong side edge 0.016, W of lip along top
edge 0-0.025 m. Fabric: type B clay. Trench 3e,
basket 14. Notebook 2, p. 9. 1970 excavations.
Two joining fragments,upper left corner.
4. Laconianpan tile

Fig. 15

L. 0.11, W. 0.12, Th. 0.02-0.032 m. Max. W. of
border along side edge 0.02, W. of lip along top
edge 0-0.02 m. Fabric: type B clay. Trench 3b,
basket5. Notebook 1, p. 13. 1970 excavations.
Upper left corner. Many tracesof black color.
Fig. 15
5. Laconian pan tile
L. 0.255, W. 0.435, Th. 0.03 (topedge),Th. 0.0 170.0 18 m. (sideedge). Max. W of borderalong side
72
73

Fig. 16
7. Laconian cover tile
L. 0.20, W 0.21, Th. 0.023-0.03 m. W of lip
along top edge 0.01 m. Fabric: type B clay. 1970
excavations.
Fragment of overlapped edge with raised lip. Full
width preserved.
8. Laconian cover tile

Fig. 16

W. 0.115, Th. 0.02 m. Fabric: type B clay. 1970
excavations.
Fragment of overlapping edge. Red color on top
surfaceof tile.
Fig. 16
9. Laconian cover tile
W. 0.09, Th. 0.025 m. Fabric: type B clay. 1970
excavations.
Fragmentof overlapping edge. Black color on top
surfaceof tile.

See N. Cooper 1989, pl. 55 for profilesof some of these tiles.
N. Cooper 1989, pp. 48-51.
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10. Laconianpan tile
Fig. 16
L. 0.25, W 0.156, Th. 0.02-0.029 m. W of lip
along top edge 0.02 m. Fabric: type A clay.
Trench 1lb. Notebook 2, p. 2. 1970 excavations.
Upper right corner fragment,overlappededge.
11. Laconian cover tile
Fig. 16
L. 0.20, W. 0.17, Th. 0.016 m. W of lip along
top edge 0.01 m. Fabric: type A clay. 1970
excavations.
Fragmentof overlappededge preservingraisedlip.
12. Laconian cover tile
Fig. 16
W 0.185, Th. 0.025 m. Fabric:type A clay. 1970
excavations.
Fragmentof overlappededge, nearlycompletewidth.
13. Laconian cover tile
Fig. 16
W 0.14, Th. 0.016 m. Fabric: type A clay. 1970
excavations.
Fragmentof overlapping edge. Black color on top
surfaceof tile and on exposed edge.
14. Corinthianpan tile
Fig. 16
L. 0.194, W 0.232, Th. 0.04-0.054 m. Flange in
overlappingedge, L. 0.10 m. Fabric:heavy,coarse
red clay. Trench 16a 3, layer 2. Notebook 2, p. 13.
1975 excavations.
Fragment of overlapping edge. Black color on top
surface of tile. Similar to tiles made of type A clay.
An example with the overlappingflange broken off
has a thicknessof 0.047 m., and the side edge rises
to 0.074 m.: Olympia Museum, from trenchB, cut B
of the 1959 excavations.
15. Corinthianpan tile
Fig. 16
W 0.11, Th. 0.035-0.065 m. Fabric:fine tan clay.
Trench 5d, layer 1. Notebook 2, p. 14. 1970
excavations.
Fragmentof side edge. White slip on top surfaceof
tile.
16. Corinthianpan tile
Fig. 16
W 0.05, Th. 0.035-0.055 m. Fabric:fine tan clay.
Trench 11. Notebook 2, p. 5. 1970 excavations.
Fragment of side edge. White slip on top surface
of tile.
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17. Corinthianpan tile
Fig. 16
W 0.09, side edge Th. 0.055, body Th. 0.035 m.
Fabric:fine tan clay. Trench 11. 1970 excavations.
Fragmentof side edge. White slip on top surface of
tile.
18. Corinthianpan tile
Fig. 16
W 0.10, Th. 0.035-0.06 m. Fabric: fine tan clay
(greenish). Trench lOb, layer 1. Notebook 1,
pp. 39-40; notebook 3, p. 11. 1970 excavations.
Fragment of side edge with thinner part of flange
brokenoff. White slip on surface. Similarfragments
found in trenches3, 10, 11, and 16. Similarfragment
(ofred clay)found in 1959 excavations,trench B, cut
b, now in Olympia Museum storerooms.
19. Corinthiancover tile
Fig. 16
W 0.07, Th. 0.012-0.05 m. Fabric: fine tan clay.
Notebook 3, p. 26. 1975 excavations. Same as
notebook 2, p. 5, trench 11, 1970 excavations.
Fragmentof beveled side edge. White slip on surface.
20. Corinthiancover tile
Fig. 16
W. 0.045, Th. 0.05 m. Fabric: fine tan clay.
Notebook 2, p. 5. 1970 excavations. Same as
notebook 3, p. 26, 1975 excavations.
Fragment of beveled side edge. White slip on surface. Similarfragmentsfound in trench 11, basket 2,
1970 excavations. Similar fragmentsfrom Bassai in
Olympia Museum.
21. Corinthiancover tile
Fig. 16
W 0.078, L. along slope preserved at right 0.07,
and left 0.04, Th. 0.02-0.03 m. Fabric: fine
tan clay. Trench 3b, basket 5. 1970 excavations.
Notebook 1,p.24. Similarfragmentsinnotebook3,
pp. 4-5, 9-11, 17, 26, 30, 1975 excavations.
Fragmentof peakedtop. White-sliptop layer,peeling
off in sheets. Similar fragmentsfrom basket 2, also
near surface layer. Similar fragments in Olympia
Museum.
22. Laconian ridge cover
Fig. 17
W 0.10, H. 0.085, Th. 0.025 m. Fabric: fine tan
clay. Found in tile pile, 1988.
Fragmentof cut-out portion of ridge cover where it
fitsover cover tile. Tile tapersto sharpedge at cut-out
portion. Only part of opening preserved,broken all
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Upper edge of pan tile with possible alpha scratched
into upper surface at upper edge. Incision wedgeshaped and 0.002 m. deep; letter height 0.085 m.,
width 0.065 m. (bottom). Two small pick marks on
either side of letter, and another off-center below.
Published:Rhomaios 1933, p. 16, fig. 8.

around. Black color well preserved, extending over
cut-out edge and onto back surfacefor 0.001 m.
Fig. 18
23. Laconianpan tile
Olympia Museum BE 1136(a)p 3314(a).
W. 0.162, L. 0.011, Th. 0.02-0.22 m. Fabric:
coarse red clay. Found in 1902-19 10 excavations.
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FIG. 18. Pan tile and type A antefixes

ANTEFIXES

The antefixes catalogued are those published by Rhomaios, Kourouniotis, Parlama,
and Yalouris, except for 24, 30, and 36-39, which are published here for the first time.
All except one are of two types, labeled A and B by Rhomaios from the two distinct types
of clay. The total reconstructedsize is 0.31-0.33 m. wide and 0.245 m. high. The most
completely preservedexample is 45 (Fig. 20). It is type B; joining fragmentspreserve the
full height of over half the antefixbottom, and the top is complete.
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While decoration of the two types is essentiallythe same, there are slight differences
in size and spacing of the decorative elements. Not all came from the same mold. The
most strikingsimilaritiesare in the lower corners of 4145 (Fig. 20). These five may be
from the same mold. All show tracesof the cover tile that was attached behind.
Antefix 32 is differentin many details (Fig. 19). The clay is not exactly the same as
either A or B. The relief is not so high, and the feet of the sphinx are not raised from the
surface at all but only painted on. On this example the paint is best preserved. A fine
white-creamslip covers the surface. The body of the sphinxis paintedwith stripesof reddish
brown with the white showing between, in a pattern perhaps representingthe ribs of the
animal.74Along the bottom edge, underthe sphinx,a wavy line is painted in reddishbrown,
and there is an additionaldarkreddishline markingthe bottom edge. The color continues
on the under surface marking a band on the resting edge. There is a red painted dot in
the center of the hollow wreath behind the tail of the sphinx. The decoration along the
bottom of the antefix does not appear on other examples. It is possible that 32 was a much
later replacementfor a broken antefix.

24. Antefix
Fig. 18
H. 0.098, W. 0.06, Th. 0.03-0.054 m. Fabric:fine
tan clay, type A. Trench 15, 18-XI-75, box 114.
1975 excavations.
Lower left corner of antefix, bottom surface preserved. Decorationpreserved,edge of wreath. Trace
of cover-tile attachment on back, for a tile 0.0220.027 m. thick.
25. Antefix
Fig. 18
Athens, N.M. 18369e
H. 0.106, W. 0.128 m. 1902-1908 excavations.
Palmette from top of antefix. No border, or border broken off. Decoration preserved: both spirals,horizontalbar,three-leafedpalmette. Published:
Kourouniotis 1910, col. 277, fig. 4.
26. Antefix
Fig. 18
H. 0.95, W 0.117 m. Trench 6. 1970 excavations.
Palmette from top of antefix. Decoration preserved:
both spirals, one horizontal bar, three-leafed palmette. Published: Yalouris 1973, p. 53, fig. 16; Parlama 1974, pl. 124:b.
27. Antefix
Fig. 18
H. 0.082, W. 0.065 m. Fabric:fine tan clay,typeA.
1902-1908 excavations.

74

Left side of top palmette. Decoration preserved:left
spiral,one palmette leaf 0.055 m. long, one horizontal bar. Published: Van Buren 1926, fig. 60, left,
pl. 18.
28. Antefix
Fig. 18
H. 0.105, W 0.09 m. Fabric:fine tan clay, type A.
1902-1908 excavations.
Central portion, broken at top and both sides, small
section of bottom edge and left curving side edge
preserved. Decoration preserved: left-hand sphinx,
head, wing, and front legs; face and polos broken
away. Forelegofright-handsphinx,left half ofwreath
betweensphinxes,lower half ofupper wreath. Traces
of attached cover tile on back, of a diameter slightly
smaller than face of antefix. Published: Rhomaios
1933, pp. 13-14, fig. 6, center; Van Buren 1926,
fig. 59, right, pl. 18.
29. Antefix
Fig. 19
H. 0.10, W. 0.10 m. Fabric: fine tan clay, type A.
1902-1908 excavations.
Left side of antefix,bottom surface,curvingside edge
preserved,corner broken off. Decoration preserved:
body, hind foot, and tail of left-hand sphinx, one
wreath behind sphinx (Diam. 0.15 m.). Traces of
curving cover tile preserved on back, of a diameter
slighdy smaller than face of antefix, covered with

Kourouniotis 1910, cols. 277-278; Rhomaios 1933, p. 14, note 1.
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black color. Published: Rhomaios 1933, pp. 13-14,
fig. 6, right;Van Buren 1926, fig. 59, left, pl. 18.
30. Antefix
Fig. 19
H. 0.13, W. 0.10, Th. 0.023-0.03 m. Fabric: fine
tan clay, type A. Trench 15, 10-IX- 75, box 104.
1975 excavations.
Lowerrightcorner of antefix,bottom edge and curving side preserved. Decoration preserved:rump and
tail of right-handsphinx, one wreath behind sphinx
(Diam. 0.02 m.). Traces of attachment of curving
cover tile on back, Th. 0.03-0.035 m.
31. Antefix
Fig. 19
Athens, N.M. 13869a
H. 0.225, W. 0.17, Th. 0.035 m. Fabric: fine tan
clay, type A. 1902-1908 excavations.
Leftcentralportionofantefix, curvingedge ofleft side
preserved. Center bottom of palmette with bottom
horizontal bar. Face, polos, wing, tail, body, and
upraised forepaw preserved of sphinx on left; feet
broken off. Polos and upraised forepaw of sphinx
on rightpartiallypreserved,as well as wreath (Diam.
0.02 m.) between poloi. Traces of red color around
eye, blackon back of palmette,whole surfacecovered
by reddish incrustation. Slight indication of outside
border (W. 0.01 m.). Traces of curving cover-tile
attachment on back protruding0.04 m. Published:
Kourouniotis 1910, col. 277, fig. 5; Rhomaios 1933,
pp. 13-14.
32. Antefix
Athens, N.M. 13869y

Fig. 19

H. 0.115, W. 0.172, Th. 0.025-0.027 m. Fabric: pinkish clay, inclusionsup to 0.003 m., white
surface. 1902-1908 excavations.
Left lower central portion, bottom edge, and part
of curving side edge preserved; corner broken off.
Decoration preserved: left-hand sphinx, body and
tail, beginning of wing, one wreath behind sphinx,
painted wavy line resting on 0.01 m. strip of paint
along bottom edge. Paint continues under resting
edge of bottom. Dark reddishbrown paint. Body of
sphinx painted in stripesas if to markits ribs. Height
of relief less than in other examples; feet not raised
at all but painted only. On back, shallowfinger-made
groove markscurving trace of cover-tileattachment.
Clay is not typical type A. Published: Kourouniotis
1910, col. 277, fig. 4; Rhomaios 1933, p. 14, note 1.
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33. Antefix
Fig. 19
Athens, N.M. 13869,3
H. 0.13, W. 0.12 m. Fabric: fine tan clay, type A.
1902-1908 excavations.
Centralportion of antefix, sections of right edge preserved. Decorationpreserved:centralwreath (Diam.
0.02 m.), polos and hair of sphinx on right, polos,
hair,and part of face with eye of sphinx on left. Poloi
painted with three broad vertical bands of red; hair
and eye red. Right-hand leaf of three-leaved palmette preservedfull height, part of spiral. Between
petal of palmette and spiral, another petal painted
in red, not molded. Hole poked through antefix at
center of horizontalbars under palmette. Published:
Kourouniotis 1910, col. 277, fig. 4; Rhomaios 1933,
pp. 13-14.
34. Antefix
Fig. 20
No dimensions. 1902-1908 excavations.
Right half of top palmette. Decoration preserved:
traces of three-leaved palmette and beginning of
right-handspiral. Surface broken away. Published:
Van Buren 1926, fig. 60, right, pl. 18.
35. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.085, W. 0.123 m. 1902-1908 excavations.
Top palmette. Decoration preserved: three-leaved
palmette, trace of horizontalbar, beginning of righthand spiral. Surface broken away at both sides.
Published: Rhomaios 1933, pp. 13-14, fig. 6, left;
Van Buren 1926, fig. 60, center,pl. 18.
36. Antefix
H. 0.08, W 0.075 m. 1970 excavations.

Fig. 20

Left central portion, broken all around. Decoration
preserved: body, wing, and tail of left-hand sphinx;
face broken away. Published: Yalouris 1973, p. 52,
fig. 14; Parlama 1974, pl. 124.
37. Antefix

Fig. 20
H. 0.055, W. 0.13 m. Fabric: coarse red clay,
type B. 1970 excavations.
Centralportion, brokenall around except for part of
right curving edge. Decoration preserved: head of
right-handsphinx, wearingpolos.
38. Antefix

Fig. 20
H. 0.12, W 0.16, Th. 0.02-0.55 m. Fabric:coarse
red clay, type B. Trench 15, box 101. 1970
excavations.
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Top palmette. Decoration preserved: both spirals,
both horizontal bars (W. 0.008 m.), three-leaved
palmette, leaves (L. 0.055-0.06 m.), eyes of spirals
(Diam. 0.0 17 m.). Borderaround outside edge 0.0 10.015 m. wide.
39. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.12, W. 0.16, Th. 0.04-0.75 m. Fabric:coarse
red clay, type B. Trench 15, 18-IX-75, box 114.
1975 excavations.
Top palmette. Borderaroundoutsideedge (W.0.0 10.15 m.). Decoration preserved: both spirals,both
horizontalbars, three-leavedpalmette.
40. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.115, W. 0.11, Th. 0.02 m. Fabric:coarse red
clay, type B. Trench 15, 19-IX-75, box 114. 1975
excavations.
Right central portion, fragment broken all around.
Decoration preserved:body, tail, wing of right-hand
sphinx. Traces of cover tile attached to back, preserved for length of 0.06 m.
41. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.06, W.0.06 m. Fabric:coarsered clay,type B.
1902-1908 excavations.
Lowerleft corner,bottom edge, and curvingside edge
preserved. Decoration preserved: one roundel and
parts of two others. Full roundel, Diam. 0.015 m.
Outside border, W 0.016 m. at side, 0.007 m. at
bottom. Published:Rhomaios 1933, p. 15, fig. 7.
42. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.08, W. 0.075 m. Fabric: coarse red clay,
type B. 1902-1908 excavations.
Lower right corner, bottom edge, and curving side
edge preserved. Decoration preserved:two roundels
one on top of other, touching. Bottom sphere,Diam.
0.015 m.; top, Diam. 0.018 m. Border at side,
W. 0.015 m.; at bottom, W. 0.006 m. Published:
Rhomaios 1933, p. 15, fig. 7.
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43. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.15, W. 0.132 m. Fabric:coarse red clay, type
B. 1970 excavations.
Lower right corner, bottom edge, and curving side
edge preserved. Decoration preserved:hindquarters
ofbody and tailofsphinx, threeand one-halfroundels
along bottom in row, at corner one roundel stacked
on top ofanother: top, Diam. 0.02 m., bottom, Diam.
0.015 m. Border,W. 0.01 m. at bottom, 0.017 m. at
side edge. Published: Yalouris 1973 p. 53, fig. 15;
Parlama 1974, pl. 124.
44. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.15, W. 0.1 13 m. Fabric:coarse red clay, type
B. 1903 excavations,Kotilon.
Lower rightcorner,bottom edge, and curvingside
edge preserved. Decoration preserved:hindquarters of body and tail of sphinx, beginning of wing,
two and one-half roundels along bottom in row,
Diam. 0.02 m.; at cornerone spherestackedon top
of another: top, Diam. 0.018 m., bottom, Diam.
0.015 m. Published:Kourouniotis 1903, col. 164,
fig. 4.
45. Antefix
Fig. 20
H. 0.25, W. 0.235 m. Fabric:coarse red clay, type
B. 1959 excavations.
Right half ofbottom of antefixand palmetteand both
spiralsof top of antefix preserved. Bottom edge and
curving side edge preserved. Decoration preserved:
body and tail of right-hand sphinx, resting feet and
upraised paw; four roundels along bottom in row,
Diam. 0.02 m.; at corner one sphere stacked on top
of another: top, Diam. 0.0 18 m., bottom, Diam.
0.015 m. Part of sphere between bodies of sphinxes
preserved. Border,W. 0.012 m. at bottom, 0.019 m.

at side. Published:Yalouris1965, pl. 134:y; 1979,
pl. 43:b.
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Aerial photo of Bassaisanctuary.North at upper left corner
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Aerialphotoof Archaicfoundations.Northat top

PLATE 47

a. The foundationsof the Archaic temple, looking
south

interiorfloor level
bed rock

b. Relationshipbetween Archaic Oeft)and Classical(right)temples
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and south end of Classical
c. North end of Archaictemple foundations_Oeft)
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c. North end of Archaic temple foundations(left)and south end of Classicaltemple (right)

.

PLATE 48

a. The Archaic temple terrace from below, looking east

b. The Archaic temple terracelooking northwest.Arrowsmark the
bedrockdressedfor floor

c. Double-faced foundationwall construction
of sekos. East foundationwall

A

d. Double-faced foundaton wall construction of
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sekos. Crosswallfoundation

PLATE 49

a. Southeastcorner of sekos

b. Southeastcorner of adyton

Tr3,
t

c. Center: crosswallof adyton. Upper center: large blocksof crosswall
of sekos,looking north
d. Westernfoundationwail of adyton, lookcing
south

PLATE 50
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a. Three stones in situmarkingsouth end of Archaic
Temple, looking east

b. Southwesterncorner of adyton, floor flaggingat
bottom center

c. Column bases from Archaic Temple. Left: 01 14. Right: C165

PLATE 51
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a. Column base from Archaic
Temple: C1 14

b. Column base from Archaic Temple (unnumbered)

c. Column base from Archaic Temple. Left: 01 14. Right: 01 65

*4

of akroterion
disk
a. Heraionat Olympia,fragments
(Photo DAI Athens neg. 69/270)

b. Bassai,fragmcntsof akroteriondiskB
(Rhomaios 1933, pl. 3)

c. Hcraion at Olympia, akroteriondisk,back (PhotoDAI Athens
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